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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
Born in Zaire where my parents were Protestant Missionaries, I first learned to fish with
African natives on the tributaries of the Zaire River as a small boy. Since that time my interest in
fishing and exploring has taken me to Alaska where I lived and worked for fifteen years in the
salmon fishing and seafood processing industry and on the North Slope with an oilfield service
company. I now operate a small industrial design studio in Seattle.
My background of a childhood spent on the shores of East and Central Africa’s waterways
has made me keenly aware of the surrounding natural history of the region and my love for exploring and sport fishing gives me the strength to provide an accurate account of the thrills that await
the adventuresome angler. Combining a safari and sport fishing is still a new concept to most
travelers to Africa. My goal is to help alleviate some of the logistics involved and prepare the way for
a successful angling safari to Kenya. I have described the techniques best suited to fish Africa’s
lakes and rivers and knowing local African languages enables me to share the methods used by
local fishermen. The Ultimate Fishing Safari gives me an opportunity to share some of the unique
experiences I have enjoyed, a life few people in this world have known.
When not working in Seattle, I frequent East Africa often visiting two of my five brothers
living and working in Zaire. — JM
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INTRODUCTION
With the ever increasing global interest in fishing as a recreation, anglers are on the search
for stimulating and uncrowded places to go. Whether your thing is wetting a line while on vacation
or thirsting for new exotic challenges or somewhere in between, the Ultimate Fishing Safari will treat
you to an unforgettable experience few have enjoyed.
Kenya’s lake, river, and big game fishing offers thrills for everyone with a variety of unfamiliar and well known species, many found nowhere else on earth. Here Nile perch weigh over 200
pounds and ferocious tigerfish share Kenya’s vast lakes with Nile crocodile and hippo. Lively brown
and rainbow trout thrive in the high altitude streams that bisect alpine moors and dense primeval
forests. Fishing some streams may require an armed escort, owing to the presence of lion, buffalo,
or elephant! Surrounded by giant acacias and hundreds of Kenya’s 1,000 bird species, Lake
Naivasha of the Kenyan Rift Valley is well stocked with sporting black bass and tilapia. And you
won’t want to miss fishing for big game off Kenya’s palm-fringed coastline - some of the world’s
best fishing grounds.
It all sounds like an angler’s paradise, rather than the Kenya better known as the famous
wildlife safariland. Yet, as you read further, you will discover that by traveling to every major fishing
area covered, nearly all of Kenya’s varied and unrivaled attractions are within easy reach. Even
non-anglers on your safari will be lured by Kenya’s enchantment.
It is a unique combination. Our angling pursuit is exotic quarry and the setting is Kenya’s
wildlife sanctuaries, pleasant climate, friendly people, fascinating scenery, and coastal resorts.
The heat of Kenya’s coastline is often cooled by the prevailing Indian Ocean trade winds.
Vast savannas teeming with wildlife seem to stretch out endlessly under blue skies. The cool Central Highlands are rich with farmlands, green rolling hills and tropical forest. Kenya’s Rift Valley floor
is studded with a chain of several volcanoes and lakes, each of its own composition and character.
The harsh, semi-arid deserts of Kenya’s northern frontier are desolate, compelling moonscapes
where several nomadic tribes have adapted to the rugged environment.
The overall year-round climate of Kenya is generally agreeable; cool nights and sun-filled
days. The only seasonal changes are the long rains of late March through early June, and the short
rains of October and November.
Unlike many African countries, Kenya has a long history of political stability, encouraging
rather than restricting travel. A good place for touring, it has a well developed infrastructure, many
modes of travel and comfortable accommodations. Each fishing location we cover is within a day’s
journey of Nairobi, making the Ultimate Fishing Safari one that can be surprisingly economical and
feasible, too.
Part 1 covers Kenya’s freshwater game fishing and Part 2, its saltwater game fishing which
is followed by reference information.
In Part 1, lakes and rivers are described to familiarize the reader with each fishing area.
Historical and cultural facts are mentioned, as are native fishing methods, tackle and boats for hire,
required fishing licenses, and local climate.
Activities and sightseeing attractions center on recreational, ornithological, historical, archeological, and naturalistic interests.
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Although some lodges are simple and rough and others plush, they are all, nevertheless,
adequate. Each one has its own ambiance and should be as comfortable as the fishing is good.
Camping is noted where facilities are provided.
Food in Kenya is plentiful with most hotels and lodges offering well prepared, well served
meals. For anglers with healthy appetites or those prepared to try something new, I have recommended a variety of restaurants to choose from. These include seafood, American, Eastern, and
Asian-styled restaurants as well as those serving traditional African specialties.
The same is true of the various modes of travel to each fishing area. Distances by road are
stated in kilometers (1 kilometers = .62 miles), otherwise, standard measurements are given for
above-sea-level altitudes, lake depths, and land areas.
I then detail those African freshwater fish which have not been widely exposed. A brief
explanation is given for each fish noting its history, distribution, record and average sizes, sporting
qualities, seasons, and edibility. Fishing methods and tips, recommended tackle, baits, and safety
precautions are also observed.
In Part 2, saltwater fishing along Kenya’s coastline is covered in a similar fashion as Kenya’s
freshwater fishing. Emphasis, though, is placed on what the recommended charter boat operators
can provide to make your big game fishing successful. This is followed by a listing of the saltwater
species encountered off Kenya.
Applicable information regarding Kenya’s sport fishing laws is mentioned in each area
section. More information can be obtained at the Government Printing Office (tel. 334075) on Haile
Salassie Avenue, Nairobi in the form of two booklets: The Trout Act, Chapter 380, and The Fish
Industry Act, Chapter 378.
On a conservation note - the author strongly advocates hook-and-release fishing and recommends its practice here in Kenya as much as anywhere else in the world.
Having made many trips to Kenya from the U.S. and Canada, I have found it wise, upon
arrival in Nairobi, to take one or two days to acclimatize to jet-lag, the tropics, and Africa’s slower
pace. This will make your fishing safari more relaxing and enjoyable.
- John McMillan
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OVERSEAS TRAVEL
Nearly all visitors to Kenya arrive by air. Over thirty international airlines serve Nairobi’s
Jomo Kenyatta International Airport with regular scheduled overseas flights.
British Airways is one of the most experienced airlines at accommodating overseas travelers
to East Africa. Offering up to six classes of personalized services, over ten types of aircraft, and a
wide selection of global flight schedules, it has proven, with its special British hospitality, to be the
preferred air carrier to the enchantment of Africa.
Travel arrangements can be made through your travel agent or the various British Airways
offices throughout the U.S., Canada, Australia, and Europe.
The British Airways office in Nairobi is on Wabera Street (POB. 45050, tel. 334440) and in
Mombasa on Nkrumah Road (POB. 90045, tel. 312427).
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NAIROBI, KENYA
Nairobi - City in the Sun - is Kenya’s capital and central to all the fishing in the country. At
5,500 feet, Nairobi has rapidly expanded in the last 85 years. During the building of the Uganda
Railroad at the turn of the century, Nairobi was little more than a railhead shanty town where antelope grazed and the Masai people herded and watered their cattle. Today, it is a hustle-bustle
cosmopolitan city of nearly one million inhabitants with high-rise offices and plush hotels. Broad
avenues, lined with tropical palms, giant Eucalyptus, and flowering Jacaranda trees, are joined at
landscaped, round-about intersections. A green belt extends along Nairobi’s Uhuru (freedom)
Highway comprising a new sports complex, a nine hole golf course, two parks, playing fields, and
the Chiromo forest.
Space is not available to mention all of Nairobi’s attractions, activities, sights, and entertainment. While spending a few days acclimatizing to the tropics or traveling to and from fishing areas,
you may find the Visitor’s Information Bureau (tel. 23285, next to the Hilton Hotel) a good first stop
on a shopping or sightseeing trip in Nairobi. The Nairobi Handbook and weekly What’s On publications are current and helpful.
The National Museum (tel. 742131, open daily 9:30 AM - 6 PM) is popular as is the Nairobi
Snake Park and Aviary. These are located together on Museum Hill Road, just off Uhuru Highway.
The Main Fisheries Office (POB. 58187, tel. 743579) is also centered near the National
Museum. Current fishing information can be obtained here, as well as sport fishing licenses. These
can be bought at the various fishing locations in Kenya, explained at each area earlier on.
Nairobi National Park is a must-see if time restricts your enjoyment of any of Kenya’s other
National Parks and Reserves. It is 44 square miles of savanna only 10 kilometers from town center.
The main Park entrance is located off Langata Road, past Wilson Airport. Park roads are well
maintained and the multitude of Kenya’s wildlife is well represented. The Park closes at 6:15 PM.
Small items of fishing tackle that you may have neglected to pack might be found at the
Nairobi Sports House (Moi Ave., tel. 24879). Imports of tackle into Kenya are restricted, causing the
selections to be limited and costly.
ACCOMMODATIONS
A wide selection of accommodations is provided in Nairobi. The Norfolk Hotel is well patronized, as it has been for many years by dignitaries and famous guests. It is a quiet, efficiently run
haven from Nairobi’s bustle yet close to town center. With its architecture and antiques, it is clearly
reminiscent of Kenya’s early history. A pleasant inner courtyard comprises two aviaries and lovely
gardens while a pool is found behind the hotel. The popular Lord Delamere Terrace serves light
meals and snacks and the Ibis Grill Room, well prepared local a-la-carte specialties.
The Mount Kenya Safari Club - Nairobi from its 14-story Lillian Towers offers the same
luxury and service as its sister Club in Nanyuki. Four luxury Summit Penthouses and 154 finely
appointed suites are some of Africa’s best accommodations. The elegant Kirinyaga Restaurant has
world-class cuisine; the informal Brasserie, a wide selection of dishes; and the Safari Terrace,
drinks and snacks. Other amenities include a heated pool, sauna, steam room, gym, massage and
health bar as well as parking facilities.
The Fairview Hotel is a well established “Country Hotel in Town” and in a popular class of its
own. It is located on five acres of quiet, pleasant gardens only 2 kilometers from town center.
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Families are welcome and modern conveniences are offered in a wide selection of single or
group rooms. Meals are great values. No pool, but guests have free access to one within walking
distance. Book in advance.
Opposite the Kenya Airways Terminal in Nairobi is the Terminal Hotel. A lower budget
traveler’s hotel, it is clean and centrally located. Another place is the Nairobi Youth Hotel, a member
of the Kenya Youth Hostels Association and recognized by the International Youth Hostel Group, it
offers dormitory-style living, kitchen, self-cooking, a small store, lockers, hot showers, and laundry
facilities. It is located of Ralph Bunche Road between Ngong Road and Valley Road.
Nairobi has some of Africa’s finest restaurants. Alan Bobbe’s Bistro is a small but very fine
restaurant. Personalized service, seafood and original dishes make this one of Nairobi’s most
popular eating establishments. Meat eaters will enjoy the Carnivore Restaurant. This aptly named
open-air restaurant, 10 minutes from downtown Nairobi, also has a vegetarian menu, nightly entertainment, and a Premium Garden menu of snacks. The Tamarind Restaurant is one of Nairobi’s
finest seafood restaurants offering great selections of well prepared fish, lobster, prawns, and crab
in a very stylish setting.
The African Heritage is unique in providing traditional African dishes. Its open-air terrace has
a snack menu and light meals. Ethiopian-style buffets are prepared for the evening meal and
served in the traditional way. One of Nairobi’s newest Indian restaurants, the Minar, specializes in
Mughalai cooking. This food is characterized by sauces created from dried fruits, crushed cashews
and almonds, cream and an assortment of fresh spices. Elegant decor, Indian tapestries, and soft
music set a romantic mood.
For South Indian vegetarian foods, try the clean and simple, Satkar on Moi Avenue, or the
Nargis Kapuri Pan on River Road which features good inexpensive food. The short menu offers
chicken tikka, mushkaki (marinated meat grilled over charcoal), and seekh (spicy meat) kebabs,
chips and soft drinks. For light curries and local dishes at a good price, a convenient place is the
Fransae Bar and Restaurant next to the Terminal Hotel.
TRAVEL IN KENYA
Kenya’s transport system, both public and private, is probably one of Africa’s best. A wide
selection of travel methods are offered, including air, road, rail, and Lake Victoria steamer. Air and
rail travel are, by far, the safest and least tiresome, the former being the most expensive and fastest
mode and the latter, the slowest. As far as road travel, a basic rule is - the faster you get where you
are going, the more hazardous it will be getting there.
Upon reaching Kenya’s Jomo Kenyatta International Airport, transport to Nairobi (18 kilometers) can be either by taxi, the Kenya Airways bus, or the local bus appearing every 1-1/2 hours.
Wilson Airport near Nairobi is the busy center for air charters to Kenya’s more remote fishing
areas. The added advantages to this mode of travel are safety and time. Less time spent traveling
means more time fishing. It is also a great way of seeing Kenya’s beauty from a bird’s-eye viewpoint. A few air charters are: Air Kenya (Nairobi POB. 30357, tel. 501601/2); Sunbird Aviation
(Nairobi POB. 46247, tel. 501421/2); and Z. Boskovic Air Charters (Nairobi POB. 45646, tel.
501210).
Kenya Airways domestic flights to Kisumu, Mombasa, and Malindi offer a pleasant, efficient
method of reaching fishing locations at a price somewhat less that air charters. Bookings can be
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handled by your travel agent or Kenya Airways office in Nairobi (POB. 19002, Kionange St., tel.
29271, 29291, 332750).
Self-drive vehicles hired at various rates in Nairobi allows the flexibility of setting one’s own
pace at fishing, camping, game viewing, or sightseeing.
Although there are several car hire firms to choose from, Hetrz/UTC (Nairobi POB. 42196,
Muindi Mbingu St., tel. 331960) has the best selection. Other Hertz/UTC offices are in Mombasa,
Malindi, at the Nairobi and Mombasa International Airports, and several hotels in Nairobi and the
Diani Beach area at the coast.
Hertz/UTC has a broad range of self-drive camping and four-wheel-drive vehicles, and can
also provide a driver/guide.
Driving in Kenya can be hazardous. Kenyan drivers are aggressive and few speed limits are
adhered to. Caution is urged. A good idea is to practice drive for a while on some quiet side streets
to become familiar to the local driving temperament and the left side of the road. Main roads are
generally good year-round but rain can make dirt tracks impassable. For current road conditions
and road maps, the Automobile Association of Kenya in Hurlingham (Nairobi POB. 40087, tel.
720382) is a good source.
Road travelers can book seats on private commuter taxis that operate several daily circuits
between Nairobi, Kisumu, Naivasha, Nyeri, Naro Moru, Nanyuki, Mombasa, and Malindi. Some
offer spacious mini-buses while others are 9-seater, Peugeot 404 station wagons. Departure times
are often delayed to fill the vehicle to its capacity and drivers have a well known reputation for
driving at unsafe speeds. Passengers will be dropped off at various destinations along main routes
or in the vicinity of town centers. A few reputable companies are: RVP Services (Nairobi, Latema
Road, tel. 26374); MPS (Nairobi, Duruma Road, tel. 334431); and Malindi Taxis (Nairobi, Kirinyaga
Road, tel. 24315).
Seats can also be booked on comfortable sleeping coaches offering several departures
each day between Nairobi, Kisumu, Naivasha, and Mombasa. Most are air-conditioned and have
reclining seats. This mode of travel is somewhat slower but safer than commuter taxis, though
faster and less expensive than the train. Agencies to contact are: Mawingo Bus Service (Nairobi,
Landies Road, tel. 29411); and Coastline Safari (Nairobi, Accra Road, tel. 29494).
Kenya Railways makes possible an inexpensive, safe, and restful overnight trip from Nairobi
to Kisumu or Mombasa and includes bar, diner, breakfast, and bedding services. First class cabins
accommodate two persons and second class cabins are larger with four people per cabin.
These overnight services are a good value, combining travel and accommodation expenses
into a moderately priced package. Cold drinks or tea and coffee can be ordered from the cabin and
Kenya’s countryside scenery can be enjoyed during the evening and morning hours of the trip.
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Part 1: Freshwater Fishing

Lake Turkana - Kenya
LAKE TURKANA
Lake Turkana, since the early 1900’s, has born the distinct reputation of being the leading
mecca for Nile perch fishing enthusiasts.
Set in the midst of the harsh and brutal moonscape of the Great Rift Valley, the ‘Jade Sea’,
still appropriately describes this vast shimmering blue gem. It was ‘discovered’ by Teleki in 1888. He
named the lake ‘Rudolf’ after the Austrian Crown Prince. The name remained until 1975, when it
was changed to Turkana in honor of the dominant nomadic tribe of the area.
The Turkana way of life can be seen at Ferguson’s Gulf, the site of a Turkana village and
fishing cooperative. From time to time the lake is visited by the Rendile with their camels and the
Samburu with their cattle. At Loyangalani, on the southeastern shore, is found the indigenous El
Molo, a small tribe of fish eaters. Luo fishermen are also found along the shores of the lake.
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Amidst the barren, red and purple hills of Kenya’s northwestern corner and at an altitude of
1230 feet, Lake Turkana is 185 miles long, has a maximum width of 37 miles, and a maximum
depth of 240 feet.
Its endemic perch (Lates niloticus rudolfianus), as well as other fauna akin to that of the Nile,
clearly point to it having once been connected with the Nile River System. Volcanic activity severed
this link 6,000 years ago and the absence of a surface outlet distinguishes Lake Turkana from most
other great lakes of Africa, although, the River Ono in the north is the lake’s only permanent inlet. In
an isolated steppe-desert area, the lake encounters an annual rainfall considerably less than 20
inches. Common daily shade temperatures of 110°F cause extensive evaporation which, year after
year, has lowered the lake to its present form and rendered its waters almost undrinkably saline and
alkaline. Yet the lake supports, not only a rich life of fish, animals and birds, but also the 10,000
people living around its shores.
The amazingly high productivity of Lake Turkana’s fish is indicated by their size and quantity.
Close to 40 known species occur here, many of which are endemic to the lake. One that has exceeded trophy sizes well over 200 pounds is the lake’s Nile perch, or idgi, its Turkana name. Another predator that may be hooked while Nile perch fishing is Turkana’s tigerfish, lokel, that attains
a weight of up to 35 pounds, although 1 to 10 pounders are more common. Tilapia, rogene, have
been recorded up to 20 pounds. Tigerfish and tilapia are dealt with later on but the Nile perch is our
major attraction here.
Today, perch of 200 pounds are not as often caught in Lake Turkana as in earlier times,
though fish weighing between 100 and 200 pounds are regularly encountered.
Fisheries along the western shore have developed rapidly with the increased use of imported gill nets during the past 20 years. The quantity to extremely large fish may be affected by the
year-round harvest of juvenile and adult perch. The area of Ferguson’s Gulf on the western shore
reveals several fishing methods developed by the native Turkana people. Young boys after small
tigerfish and tilapia commonly use baited hand lines. Sometimes fish are trapped in shallow water
with large hand-held bell-shaped domes made from reeds and slammed down over the fish. Gillnetting brings in mostly tilapia and perch, whereas, spear fishing and beach seining captures all
sizes of many different lake species. Long lines are used as well, with home-made wire hooks
baited with small tilapia, Although this technique is employed for larger Nile perch, it also accounts
for the unfortunate drowning of many White-necked Cormorants (large diving birds) who swallow
the bait while feeding. I was successful in my efforts to release several hooked birds, but was
thanklessly rewarded with nasty, painful bites, nonetheless.
A very simple, yet commonly used traditional fishing craft for shallow waters is several
trunks of the doum palm tied together. Fishermen sit astride these rafts, and use their feet to steer
and paddle them. From these rafts, serving also as spear fishing platforms, fishing nets can be set
or monitored. Planked dories are used for deeper water and are paddled with oars made from
reeds.
Local fishermen usually find the best shore casting spots and much can be learned by
watching them. A note to photographers: local Turkana fishermen prefer fishing unclothed and are
naturally camera shy so discretion is urged when in their vicinity.
Nile perch, tigerfish, and tilapia in Lake Turkana can be accessibly pursued from two fishing
lodges, Oasis Club at Loyangalani, and Lake Turkana Lodge at Ferguson’s Gulf. Both lodges offer
room and board, fishing boats, guides, and complete heavy trolling gear suitable for most discriminnating tastes. Lake Turkana sport fishing licences, mandatory by Kenya Law, are available at both
lodges.
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Fishing boats used by both lodges are cabin cruisers or, more commonly, 20-foot fiberglass
Sesse canoes or long boats. This narrower and longer version of the Panga provides rod sockets
for four anglers and is uncapsizable. They have been proven to be a very safe, acceptable method
for fishing the lake. Nonetheless, the usual boat safety precautions are strongly urged as Lake
Turkana is a large mass of water, unprotected from the prevailing easterly winds that may suddenly
turn into terrifying squalls.
The sun is very hot between the hours of 10:30 AM and 2:30 PM, often reaching 110°F in
the absence of cloud cover. Late afternoon and night time temperatures are in the more pleasant
80’s. Steady daytime winds often die down by 3 PM.
Care must be taken with to avoid the Nile crocodile and hippo that make the lake their home
as both can be very unpredictably dangerous.
Due to the alkalinity of the water, bilharzia is not found in Lake Turkana, nor is mosquitoes a
problem. Native children and adults casually bathe and swim in, and even drink the lake’s water,
apparently fearing neither the tigerfish feeding around them, or the threat of a hippo or crocodile
attack.
On the brighter side, Lake Turkana happens to be an ornithological paradise with over 300
species of birds, notably during the months of the European winter. The vast resident bird population is enhanced by thousands upon thousands of migrant waders, water fowl, and raptors. Large
flocks of European Storks soar high overhead while Pelicans form sweeping flight patrols over the
surface of the water and Flamingoes add colorful decor to the lakeshore.
Huge flotillas of Nile crocodile and large colonies of hippo are often seen. Grevy’s and
Burchel’s zebra, topis, oryx, reticulated giraffe, gerenuk, and Somali ostrich are found on the lake’s
northeastern shores and in the Sibiloi National Park.
This 700-square-mile national park was established primarily for prehistoric research purposes. In 1972, Richard Leaky won world-wide acclaim for his discovery here of ‘1470 Man’, a ‘2million-year-old’ hominid. Christened the ‘Cradle of Mankind’, this tremendously rich fossil region
has provided prehistoric remains of 1.5-million-year-old elephants and features giant tracts of
petrified wood, remnants of the great forests that at one time lined the lakeshore.
A permanent museum has been established at Koobi Fora, just north of Alia Bay, which is
the park headquarters. The park is within easy reach by air and excursions to it can be arranged
from either Oasis Club or Lake Turkana Lodge.
OASIS CLUB
Aptly named, Oasis Club is nestled amongst a very welcome stand of doum palms with a
genuine fresh water oasis gushing from the rocks, providing shade and comfort from the, otherwise,
barren and parched surrounding landscape. Nearby is the small settlement called Loyangalani, or
‘Place of the Trees’.
The Club is situated approximately 1.5 kilometers from the lake and elevated to provide a
vista of the lake and its unique setting.
It is a basic but comfortable haven for exploration of the lake and is a famed fishing center.
The generous 90°F, purgative springs flow between the twenty-four cottages and verdant foliage
and feed
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and feed the two refreshing swimming pools set beneath shady palms. The breeze cooled dining
room serves modest, but tasty meals based on fresh fish from the lake, and can include ones catch
of the day.
Oasis Club’s ‘Hundred Pounder Club’ records show over 30 fish over 100 pounds were
caught in the last 7 years, while the Club record is a beautiful golden perch weighing in at 179
pounds. Cold storage is available at the Club for trophies.
The short ride down to the lake runs through Loyangalani and its colorful people then down
the rolling, rocky slopes past small villages and herdsmen with their sheep and goats.
The lakeshore near the Oasis Club offers a variety of good fishing locations, rocky points
and shallow bays that are normally leeward of the prevailing east winds. Trolling 4 rods 25 to 300
yard off shore, just 5 minutes from the boat landing for two days between 3:30 PM and 6:45 PM
produced a total of 23 fish, totaling over 480 pounds with the average fish weighing 20 pounds.
Including Larry Shames’ 125.5 pounder, these catches made several heaping wheelbarrow loads
when weighed at the Club scales.
South Island National Park, a hostile rock of 80 square kilometers is the largest of the lake’s
islands. It is located just west of Loyangalani and, pending good weather, is also a good area to troll
for the giant perch. The island is deserted but supports a herd of roaming feral goats and rare birds,
such as the Swallow-tailed Kite. Oasis Club arranges bird watching boat trips and overnight camping expeditions to South Island and to the nearby Mount Kulal.
Rock hunters will find the area around the Club abounding in crystals and semi-precious
stones, such as, blue lace agate, jasper, amethyst, quartz, and garnet.
A few kilometers to the north of Oasis Club at El Molo Bay is Kenya’s smallest tribe; the fisheating, indigenous El Molo, whose rugged existence continues unchanged as it has for centuries.
Oasis Club is radio equipped and in contact with its offices in Nairobi. The fishing tackle
provided at Oasis Club is in fair to god condition and consists of 7 inch floating-diving plugs and
trolling rods in the 30 to 80-pound test class mounted with Penn Senator 6/0 size reels. The Club
has at least 2 Sesse canoes powered by 25 HP Johnson outboards.
LAKE TURKANA LODGE
Lake Turkana Lodge is perched on the narrow spit of white sand enclosing Ferguson’s Gulf
on the lake’s western shore and is accessible by dinghy from a pier located 30 minutes from the
airstrip. The lodge was refurbished in 1977 and 1985 and comprises 16 twin cabins facing the lake
and grouped around a spacious dining room/bar, verandah, and shaded swimming pool. The new
kitchen serves hearty meals within view of local fishing activities and the sandy beaches of
Ferguson’s Gulf. Lucky anglers can have their fish barbecued at the grill that evening.
The area surrounding Central Island National Park, an hour’s boat ride due east of the
lodge, has recently produced fish weighing between 120 and 160 pounds. Trolling can present
problems directly in front of the lodge as this area is quite heavily fished by Turkana set-netters and
longliners. One spot, though, that I found free from fishing nets is just off the sand spit west of the
lodge at the mouth of Ferguson’s Gulf. Having witnessed local boys hand-lining small tigerfish just
leeward from this spot, I trolled here and surprised everyone, including myself, by becoming the first
in over 10 months to catch perch in an area other than Central Island. I was rewarded with two
lovely, fighting perch weighing 31 and 40 pounds between 3 and 4 PM after several bites from small
tigerfish using a red head silver plug.
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This area, only 5 minutes from the lodge, may provide some sport should time or weather
prevent one from heading out to Central Island.
Though local Turkana are seen fishing within Ferguson’s Gulf itself, it is officially closed to
fishing during the months of September, October and November during the breeding season.
Lake Turkana Lodge is one of the few spots in East and Central Africa where there can be
found locally plentiful and very hungry tigerfish. Every morning from sunrise to 10:30 AM and from
2:30 PM till dusk, the surface of the water in the small bay just below the lodge comes alive with
small tigerfish of all sizes; all pursuing each other are terrific speeds. Fishing these lively gamesters
is very exciting on light tackle as is tilapia fishing on hand lines or a light rod.
Several other attractions enhance the area. Bird watching lures enthusiasts to spy on the
gulf’s 200 known bird species. Hundreds of bright pink Flamingoes surround the gulf and are
attracted to Central Island where they breed on the island’s three unusual volcanic lakes.
The island is also a breeding ground for many of the Lake Turkana’s 12,000 Nile crocodiles
and is considered to be the world’s largest remaining crocodile colony. (This neither may nor be
regarded as an attraction when one realizes that a hungry crocodile is not fussy about what, or who
it eats.)
Trips to the nearby Turkana Village can be arranged and offer a glimpse into the scant living
that these people have adapted to amidst a harsh and arid landscape. Their unique hair styles,
traditional dancing, village life, and simple fishing techniques can be seen within a short walk from
the lodge.
Excursions to explore the rare fossil finds of Koobi Fora with a visit to the ‘Cradle of Mankind’ on the eastern shore can also be organized.
Lake Turkana Lodge is also in contact with Nairobi via radio contact should communication
with the outside world be needed.
Fishing gear provided at Lake Turkana Lodge is in good to very good condition and comprises several Daiwa graphite trolling rods mounted with Sealine and Penn Peer reels in good
shape, as well as 5 light spinning rods. The lodge is well stocked with a good selection of terminal
tackle and operates 3 cabin cruisers and 2 smaller Sesse canoes. Outboards consist of 2 Evinrudes
at 15 and 25 HP, two 50 HP Mercs., a 20 HP Mercury, and a Suzuki as a standby.
Camping at Lake Turkana is not recommended unless organized groups plan ahead and
bring with them all necessary essentials including drinking water. No public camping facilities are
available anywhere on the lakeshore.
LAKE TURKANA FISHING EXCURSIONS
Ker & Downey Safaris includes fishing at Lake Turkana in their customary personalized
safaris. Information is available later on.
Ivory Safari Tours (Nairobi POB. 44082, Mama Ngina St., tel. 26808, 26623), the booking
agents for Lake Turkana Lodge, offers a 3 day ‘Flying Sunshine Safari’ fishing excursion that
departs from Niarobi’s Wilson Airport at 2 PM on Fridays with a return at 6 PM on Sundays.
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Bookings Limited (Nairobi POB. 56707, Standard St., tel. 21845), the booking agents for
Oasis Club, offers a 3 day excursion, as well. The departure time is at 2 PM Fridays with a return on
Sunday at 6 PM.
TRAVEL
Oasis Club and Lake Turkana Lodge can be reached by air or road from Nairobi.
Air charter is by far the safest and fastest method. Flights from Nairobi, weather permitting,
can offer spectacular views of Mt. Kenya and Kilimanjaro as well as the Aberdare Range and the
vast expanse of Lake Turkana. The trip takes two hours, and both lake lodges have airstrips.
Ferguson’s Gulf is 340 air miles from Nairobi and Loyangalani, 280 air miles.
Road travel to the lake is advisable only to adventuresome motorists traveling with experienced and fully equipped, organized groups. Supply and petrol stations are few and the remote, but
fascinating terrain around Turkana is some of the most rugged found anywhere. The Suguta Valley
at the southern end of the lake is considered one of the hottest places on earth with noon temperatures averaging between 130° and 140°F. This volcanic area is so forbidding that vehicular access
is not possible between the east and west shores of the lake.
The grueling drive from Nyeri to Oasis Club via Maralal can take 3 days. Oasis Club is 569
kilometers from Nairobi.
Lake Turkana Lodge, on the other hand, is accessible seasonally by sturdy vehicle from
Nairobi. The road is surfaced (all but the 56 kilometers between Lodwar and Ferguson’s Gulf) but
is, nevertheless, a tedious 8 to 10-hour drive in much isolated country and requires some planning.
Lake Turkana Lodge is 792 kilometers from Nairobi.
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Lake Victoria and Kisumu
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LAKE VICTORIA
Although the tribal lakeshore fishermen have been making a living with tilapia and other fish
in Lake Victoria since the 16th Century, the Nile perch (Lates niloticus) has not had an effect on the
lake until 1960 when it was deliberately introduced in order to exploit more effectively the organic
reserves of the lake.
Lake Victoria’s Nile perch, being the rapid growing predator that it is, has spread throughout
the lake in recent years to become a major threat to tilapia stocks according to recent studies. This
is having a negative affect on the local tilapia fishing industry and an ecological imbalance that may
be partially corrected with increased Nile perch fishing, an added attraction to enviro-sport fishing
enthusiates.
For years Lake Turkana had been Kenya’s only mecca for Nile perch anglers, but now Lake
Victoria offers much more accessible and, therefore, lower cost perch angling.
Lake Victoria can be reached by several methods of travel to visitors from Nairobi and also
provides a wide selection of accommodations suiting most budgets and tastes.
The lake’s Nile perch, or mbuta, its Luo name, have quickly grown to trophy sizes with the
Kisumu Yacht Club record weighing in at 285 pounds and an unbelievable, unofficial, lake record of
516 pounds.
The ‘Victoria Nyanza’, truly the Great Central Lake of Africa, has been the basis of interest
and development ever since it was discovered. In 1860, Speke claimed it to be the main source of
the Nile. Stanley later confirmed Speke’s discoveries when he circumnavigated and mapped its
waters in 1875. Ronald Preston’s platelaying gangs of the Uganda Railway struggled 5 long years
and 582 rough miles form Mombasa to reach Lake Victoria’s shores in December of 1901. This
provided the gateway to Africa’s ‘inland sea’ aiding development of Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda,
the three countries sharing its waters.
With an area of 173,530 square miles, Lake Victoria is the third largest lake in the world smaller only that the Caspian Sea and Lake Superior. In fact, the lake provides and area just large
enough to float the country of Ireland. Its varied coastline, archipelagos, papyrus swamps, and
numerous river, creeks and bays lie at an altitude of 3,717 feet. The lake has a maximum depth of
300 feet.
The Victoria Nile, beginning at Jinja, Uganda, is Lake Victoria’s only outlet. With the assistance of Lake’s George, Edward, and Albert, Lake Victoria forms the major headwater for the great
White Nile, ensuring a continuous flow northward even during extreme droughts. Although much of
its water enters via the major inlets in the west, the Kagera and Kitonga Rivers, more water is
received directly from rainfall (80 to 100 inches over the lake per year) than by all the rivers and
creeks running into it.
Studies of Central Africa’s prehistoric geology have suggested that, at one time, the Kagera
River, flowing westward, was a culmination of several rivers from the east side of the present lake
and southern areas around Mwanza. In the Pleistocene era, these rivers were ponded by uplift in
the area west of the lake. As a result, the Kagera River now flows eastward into the Lake Victoria
‘basin’ which now overflows northward via the Victoria Nile.
To the angler and naturalist alike, Lake Victoria, like all of East Africa’s lakes, is an inexhaustible source of interest. Its waters and surrounding shoreline provide the habitat for numerous
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species of bird and plant life and over 200 species of fish including the Nile Perch. Lake Victoria is
second in the world to have more known species of fish than any other, due maily to its abundance
of Cichlids, 152 known species.
The lake has also provided a resource for its local fishermen, predominately of the Luo tribe,
whose traditional lifestyle is apparent around the lake.
Several methods of fishing are practiced throughout the Lake Victoria region. Often seen
are the dozen or more fishermen posing in a tug-of-war fashion as they haul in a beach seine
usually full of fish of all sizes and species. At other times small fish are caught in shallow water
using baited hand lines, round throw-nets, barrier or basket traps made from reeds, or lighted fish
traps set at night. The most commonly employed method is gill-netting, first introduced to Winam
Gulf in 1905.
Tilapia fishes have been the mainstay of the commercial fisheries of Lake Victoria but sharp
declines in recent years have caused some concern. This may be due to the increased Nile perch
predation on tilapia stocks as mentioned earlier.
The Luo fishing vessels on the lake with their lateen sails make an attractive sight as they
ply to and from fishing grounds to any of several markets on the lakeshore. Dug-out canoes or
traditional, hand-made plank boats up to 20 feet in length and with flat bottoms facilitate navigation
in shallow waters. These boats, once used to smuggle Ugandan coffee into Kenya, could provide
an inexpensive method of fishing Winam Gulf. Visiting anglers should arrange a charter price in
advance with the owners, often found at the various landing sites or fishing cooperatives.
The Luo, of Nilotic descent and centered in the Kisumu area, make up Kenya’s second
largest (population 1.5 million) and second most influential tribe. They were traditionally pastoralists
but have turned to agriculture and fishing.
The tribe is known for its rich culture (oral tradition, music, and dancing) even though they
have adopted many Western habits, including style of dress, as have many other native peoples of
Kenya.
The Luo is found in great numbers in Nairobi, much involved with the business, education,
and government of modern day Kenya, but the majority still live in their traditional homesteads in
Western Kenya as agriculturists.
Winam Gulf forms a large part of Kenya’s small portion of Lake Victoria. With Kisumu as a
base, this area is the most accessible productive Nile perch sport fishing region. The northern side
of the gulf - more specifically, the Ndere and Moboko Island areas, the more convenient Kibuye,
Dungu, Hippo Point, and the Kisumu harbor, comprise proven Nile perch battle grounds.
Should shore fishing be more desirable to trolling in deeper water, several convenient harbor
piers or beach sites where one finds locals fishing, can usually be good places to start, once permission has been granted by the property owners. The Nile perch that come into the harbor area
when the wind picks up can be attracted with, small silver spinners, rapalas, or small, live tilapia.
Current Kenya law regarding Lake Victoria requires a mandatory fisherman’s license available at the office of the Director of Fisheries (Kisumu POB. 1084, tel. 2944, 3118) or the main
fisheries office in Nairobi.
Sport fishing craft used on the lake range from inflatable motorized dinghies to comfortable
cabined cruisers.
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Fishing trips around equatorial Winam Gulf make it possible to experience more than fishing. Fish Eagles, Hammerkops, waders, Herons, Storks, Kingfishers, 6-foot monitor lizards, monkeys, hippo, crocodiles, herds of impala, and much more, inhabit the lake basin area.
The tropical climate of this region is generally warmer and more humid than Kenya’s highlands. Though the lake itself exerts a cooling effect, temperatures can reach 87°F during the day
and 60°F at night. Average monthly rainfall peaks in April with 8 to 10 inches and the short rains of
November-December with 4 to 6 inches. The normal protection from the hot noon-day sun is advised as are common boat safety precautions. During boat trips, a placid lake can suddenly turn to
wind and rain, usually from the south.
Attempts are being made to eradicate the tsetse fly infestation in parts of the lake region,
though chances of acquiring the sleeping sickness these insects carry are quite rare.
The likely presence of hippo and the Nile crocodile is a potential hazard, especially when
casting from any remote location on the shore.
Pharmaceutical facilities, and hospitals are locally convenient if their services are required
and emergency call numbers in the Kisumu area are as follows: Nyanza Provincial General Hospital: 40152; Aga Khan Hospital: 2441; and ambulance: 2021.
KISUMU
Located on the northeastern shores of Winam Gulf, just 14 kilometers south of the equator
at an altitude of 3,750 feet, Kisumu entered history as the Western terminus of the Uganda Railway
that reached Lake Victoria on December 20, 1901. The supporting facilities of the connecting lake
steamer services also played an important role in its early development. Many Asian workers remained after the railway construction to become the main progenitors of the presently large Asian
population of Kisumu.
As with Mombasa, Nairobi, and other centers along the Uganda Railway, Kisumu grew into a
flourishing Indian trade center that, today, is proudly Kenya’s third largest city and principle Lake
Victoria port with a population of almost 150,000 people. It is a friendly town with clean, well laid-out
paved streets and landscaped round-about intersections. The charming plaster-block buildings and
shops near Central Square, Odinga Road, with their pastel colors and Eastern design blend appropriately with the tropical atmosphere of the lakeshore. Kisumu’s residential area is neatly divided
into manicured plots with mature flowering trees and tile-roofed homes. The town is located in an
area of relatively untapped resources to interest visitors to Western Kenya, an area suffering an
undeserved lack of exposure. Due to the shortage of available information on Kisumu and Western
Kenya, I have provided a more detailed account of this area for visiting anglers.
This Western Capitol has spread with increased importance as the headquarters of the
Nyanza Province and the center of Western Kenya’s grain production. Kisumu is also the gateway
for the newly re-opened lake steamer services and boasts several new hotels, a few state-of-the-art
industries, a small, but active, yacht club, and a fine museum, offering a look into the area’s past
and present.
The Kisumu Yacht Club is, at present, the most feasible embarkation point for a turnkey
Lake Victoria Nile perch excursion.
One very keen Yacht Club member, Nisar Virani, a long time Kisumu resident, has been
fishing Lake Victoria for over 15 years and is, currently, the only known personality in Kisumu He is
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engaged in offering services professionally for hire as an operator. Nisar has a growing clientele.
He is continually testing nes methods and techniques to add to his already extensive knowledge of
Nile perch fishing and with his ability to speak fluent Luo, has gained much from local native fishermen.
His boat, the Pippas, an 18-foot Shetland fiberglass cabin cruiser, is powered by a 115 HP
Evinrude motor. Geared for four trolling lines, it is well sized for Lake Victoria. Although it can
accommodate five clients per trip, three is much better.
Nisar’s equipment is in fair to good condition consisting of medium-action trolling rods
mounted with level-winding, Penn Peer reels, 30 to 100 pound test line, and 7 to 9-1/2 inch, floating-diving plugs. Nisar arranges the temporary club membership, fishing licenses, and provides
drinks on board. Holding a personal rod record for perch at 182 pounds, Nisar certainly has a nose
for fish and can almost guarantee fish in the 2-hour time minimum. The Pippas can reach the
productive Ndere Island area in one hour from the yacht club.
Advance bookings should be made by contacting Nisar through the Kisumu Yacht Club, or
better yet, at his establishment, the Bodega Bar & Restaurant, where your catch can be prepared
for lunch or dinner.
Many of the various places of interest in and around Kisumu are within walking distance or a
day’s drive from town center.
A small park is being planned near the Sunset Hotel to accommodate the ‘wild’ herd of
impala often seen in that area.
The fascinating fishing activities of local Luo fishermen can be enjoyed at the Kisumu
waterfront and the Dungu Fisheries Cooperative boat landing and market. Hippo Point and the
Kisumu Yacht Club jetties are convenient spots to see the resident hippo.
Scenic boat trips around Winam Gulf may be arranged by Kisumu hotel managers or the
local travel agents on Odinga Road. Contact Nisar Virani for picnics campouts, or barbecues on
Ndere Island.
The Kisumu Department of Fisheries near the Kisumu airport operates fish ponds and boatbuilding workshops.
The Municipal Market on Nairobi Road is a favorite shopping spot with its vast assemblage
of fruits, vegetables, local Kisii stone carvings, pottery, baskets, and much more.
The newly opened Kisumu Museum (Busia Rd., POB 1779, tel. 40804) presents a wide
display of local ethnography, both past and present, as well as a natural history, and collections of
butterfly, bird, fossil, mammal, and mineral specimens. Its recently completed freshwater aquariums
contain many fish species from Lake Victoria and surrounding waterways. It is open from 9:30 AM
to 6 PM daily. Museum officials may provide information on archeological, cultural, and historical
sites found in Western Kenya. Within a short drive from Kisumu are small towns such as Kericho,
Homa Bay, Kakamega, Bungoma, Kitale, Eldoret, and Kisii, each with its own character and attractions.
Several national parks and reserves in Western Kenya may be of interest. Altitudes (above
sea level in feet) are provided as are the distances (in kilometers) the parks are from Kisumu.
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The Kakamega National Park (5,000 ft, 51 km) comprises over 22,200 acres of indigenous
forest of West African character. It offers the best collection of exclusive trees, shrubs, birds, butterflies, snakes, and insects found nowhere else in Kenya. To reach the Kakamega Forest Station,
take the A1 Road north of Kisumu for 38 km; take a right at the sign ‘Arap Moi Girls Sec. School’ for
6 km; and then left at the sign, ‘Ministry of Nat. Resources’ for 500 meters.
The Ruma National Park (3,750 ft, 167 km), formerly the Olambwe Valley National Reserve,
is a 118 square-mile area of grassland and brush originally created to protect a small herd of roan
antelope, but, offers topi, oribi, waterbuck, hippo, impala, the occasional leopard, Rothchild’s giraffe,
and Jackson’s hartebeest. Ruma Nat. Park can be reached by taking the Nairobi Road east from
Kisumu past Athero; and right on the A1 Road 24 km past the Kisii turn-off. Turn right on the C20
Road to the Park sign; and then left 20-some km to the park.
Mount Elgon National Park (8,000 ft, 243 km) is an isolated park with 65 square miles rich in
a variety of undisturbed flora and fauna. Walking trails, mountain climbing, elephant caves, bamboo
jungles, and alpine moorlands with elusive forest game, make up the park’s attractions. Its cool
higher altitude temperature will require the necessary warm clothing. To get to Mt. Elgon Lodge and
Chorlin Gate, take the A1 Road north to Kitale (195 km); then northwest on the C45 Road to
Endebess; left at Endebess; then right to reach the lodge.
Saiwa Swamp National Park (6,200 ft, 220 km) is a small (.73 sq. miles) unique park established in 1972 to protect its rare, swamp-dwelling Sitatunga antelope. Also seen are various water
and woodland birds, bushbuck and monkeys. To reach this park, take the A1 Road north 25 km past
Kitale; then turn right at the Park sign; then 6 km straight; then left at the sign to the park entrance.
The Lake Basin region consists of many habitats which support a large diversity of bird
species. Freshwater birds abound on the lakeshores and around the rivers, streams and swamps
that form the vast drainage system flowing into Lake Victoria. Being an extensive cereal growing
area, Western Kenya provides suitable habitats for grain eating birds. A few volcanic lakes, such as
Lake Simbi, near Kendu Bay, support aquatic birds like the Flamingoes who favor their alkaline
waters. Unique forest birds are attracted to the tropical rain forest of the Kakamega National Park
and high altitude birds can be found in the Mount Elgon National Park region.
ACCOMMODATIONS
Lodging in Kisumu is diverse, with most tastes and budgets allowed for. The new 4-story
Imperial Hotel is perhaps Western Kenya’s finest. It is the creation of Mr. Amin Gilani who has
personally spared no efforts to provide the very best accommodation and service to his guests.
Located in town, it offers 180 beds, two restaurants, a pub, bar, pool, conference center for 250
people, air conditioning, sauna, massage parlor, wine cellar, lounge with video and TV, 16 onebedroom serviced apartments and 4 VIP suites.
The Sunset Hotel, one of Kisumu’s more popular, has a view of the lake, a pool, conference
facilities, air conditioning, table d’hôte and a la carte menus, barbecue on Friday and Sunday, and a
wide range of wines.
More moderately priced accommodations in town are: The new Victoria Hotel with 15 double
rooms and a restaurant; the New Kisumu Hotel, actually an older hotel, with its restaurant, pool, bar,
and terrace lounge; the Lake View Hotel on Kendu Lane; and the Razbi Guest House at the corner
of Odinga Road and Odera Road. This small, very clean guest house is well run by the very hospitable Mr. Ramji.
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Lakeshore camping can be arranged by contacting Nisar Virani at the Bodega Bar and
Restaurant.
Kisumu has some very fine eating establishments with reasonable prices. The Sheraton
Club is well known for its fine curries, Chinese and Italian dishes personally prepared and served by
Siddik Juneja and his wife. The Shalimar Restaurant and Florence Room, overlooking Kisumu and
Lake Victoria, offer superb dining in elegant settings. They are located in the Imperial Hotel.
The Bodega Bar and Restaurant on Paul Mbuya Street is an informal eating place in Kisumu
with a mixed clientele. It has a friendly atmosphere and good service and is run by Nisar Virani and
his wife who serve lake fish specials and excellent fish curries at moderate prices. The Katai Restaurant at the Flamingo Casino serves Chinese, Oriental, and International cuisine.
The Alfi Rose on Odinga Road offers curries, tilapia dishes, and snacks and the Talk of the
Town near Central Square; Indian and Western dishes.
Kisumu’s clubs and pubs provide a good selection of recreational activities. Fishing, sailing,
water-skiing, windsurfing, boating, and tournaments can be enjoyed at the Kisumu Yacht Club
(POB. 226, Kaunda Hill Rd., tel. 42076, 40013) for a small membership fee. The Nyanza Club
(POB. 29, Aput Lane, tel. 41005) has a golf course, squash courts, tennis, swimming, snooker and
darts. For Roulette, Blackjack, slot machines, and disco try the Flamingo Casino.
Many stores in Kisumu can be found on Odinga Road, including banks, the Post Office, art
shops, bookstores, chemists (pharmacies), clothing stores general stores, hairdressers, jewelry
stores, photo shops, dry cleaners, and petrol and service stations.
TRAVEL
Kisumu is linked to Nairobi and the rest of Kenya with several excellent modes of travel. Its
modern 24-hour airport facility is 170 air miles from Nairobi. Air charters can be arranged from
Nairobi’s Wilson Airport to Kisumu and Kenya Airways serves Kisumu with daily 30-minute flights
from Nairobi. Kenya Airways can be reached are the Kisumu Airport (tel. 40125).
Road travel on all-weather roads connects Kisumu with Nairobi (349 km; a 7-hour drive) and
offers the chance to visit the attractions of Lake Naivasha, Lake Nakuru, and the lovely tea town of
Kericho along the way.
Self-drive vehicles are available in Nairobi and Kisumu with various rates and vehicle types.
In Kisumu, see Kisumu Travel, Central Square, tel. 2564; and Lake Travels, Odinga Road, tel.
42204. The Kisumu Automobile Association of Kenya is on Odinga Road (POB. 1831, tel. 41361).
Seats can be booked on private commuter taxis with several departures daily from Nairobi
and Kisumu. Agencies in Kisumu are: RVP Services (Paul Mbuya Road, tel. 40913); and MPS
(Kendu Lane, tel. 3253).
Sleeping coaches daily operate the road between Nairobi and Kisumu with the most popular
coach service being Mawingo Bus Service (Gumbi Road, tel. 40515).
The Nairobi-Kisumu railway service operates one overnight train daily each way with departure form Nairobi at 6 PM and Kisumu at 6:30 PM. The Kenya Railways Kisumu office is reached at
tel. 2211.
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Two Lake Steamer services are offered on Lake Victoria from Kisumu. One service operates
in Kenyan waters with three vessels. The other is the M.V. ‘Victoria’ with services to the Tanzanian
ports of the lake. More information can be acquired from Kenya Railways (Nairobi POB. 30006, tel.
21211 or the Kisumu Pier Booking Office, tel. 2211, ext. 230).
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Lake Naivasha
LAKE NAIVASHA
Lake Naivasha, at an altitude of 6,200 feet, is the highest and most beautiful of the Rift
Valley lakes. Located some 100 scenic kilometers northeast of Nairobi on the A104 Road, the lake
is circular in shape with an area of approximately 75 square miles and an approximate depth of 15
to 30 feet. A great spot for bass and tilapia fishing, it is paradise, as well, for almost 400 species of
birds and several species of wild game. Fringed by stately yellow-barked acacia trees and ever
moving, floating masses of feathery papyrus, the lake lies just northwest of the extinct volcano,
9,000 foot, Mount Longonot.
The area surrounding the lake is as rich in history as the bird life attracted to it. During the
17th, 18th and 19th centuries the Masai fought against the Arab slave caravans returning from
northern campaigns. Lake Naivasha was discovered by Gustav Fisher, the German naturalist, in
1883. The town of Naivasha was originally a small stopping stage for the building of the Uganda
Railway in the late 1800’s. In 1949 the lake served as the Kenyan landing site for the London to
Cape Town flying boat service run by BOAC (now British Airways).
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‘Naivasha’ is derived from the Masai term, En-aiposha, - ‘the water which heaves to and fro’.
With its many moods, the lake is indeed cast to and fro. Its surface can be peaceful in the morning
but blow up a feverish swell with afternoon winds, causing hazardous boating. Winds are steady
year-round and generally from the east, The Crescent Island side of the lake.
Although there is no visible outlet, the lake water still retains its freshness. The fluctuating
seasonal input of the Melawa and Gilgil Rivers in the north, evaporation, and possible variable
underground seepage, may all be factors affecting the constantly changing levels of the lake over
the years. During the 1940’s and 50’s, much of the lake’s present littoral zone was grazed or
farmed. Today, fence posts and tree stumps, sometimes visible in the shallow water, present potential dangers to boating and fishing and should be avoided.
Among the many good bass fishing spots on the lake, areas often productive are both sides
of Crescent Island and Hippo Point, both within a 5 mile boat ride from most lodges on the lake.
Keep in mind that the lake is fished by local fishermen and anything resembling a net or
long-line float should be given wide berth while trolling. This also applies to the one-hundred-or-so
hippo in the lake as they can be unpredictable if disturbed.
Motorboats and rowboats may be available for hire at the various lodges and campsites, as
well as the Marina Club and Naivasha Yacht Club near Crescent Island.
Fishing tackle offered for hire at some lodges is very basic, prompting a suggestion for avid
enthusiasts to bring their own gear.
Lake Naivasha Hotel rents canoe boats with a motor for eight passengers and a driver,
rowboats that can handle up to 4 passengers, rods and light tackle.
Safariland Lodge rents a cabin cruiser handling up to 12 passengers and spin-casting rods
with a No. 5 Mepps spinner.
Lake Naivasha sport fisherman’s license is mandatory and available at the Lake Hotel, or at
the Naivasha Fisheries Office (POB. 135, tel. 20505).
Besides the rich profusion of birds - Ospreys, Fish Eagles, Herons, and Pelicans - Lake
Naivasha also harbors several species of wild game concentrated in its idyllic Crescent Island
Sanctuary. Thompson’s gazelle, de Fassa waterbuck, dik-dik, bushbuck duiker, and hippo, among
others, are seen on pleasant walks around the island, only a 5-minute boat ride from the Lake
Hotel.
Water sports (sailing and water-skiing), sunbathing, relaxing, and scenic boat rides around
the lake to birdwatch or visit the resident hippo, concentrated at the canal separating the small lake
from the main lake, are all added activities.
Several other attractions are within easy reach of the varied accommodations at the lake. If
you are driving, the 74 kilometer road encircling the lake is usually good but can be dusty or muddy,
depending on the season.
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Contact your hotel or lodge for exploration trips to Mount Longonot Crater. A drive or horseback ride can be taken to Hell’s Gate Gorge, with its Fischer’s Tower, a pillar of rock inhabited by a
colony of tame rock hyrax (said to be the closest relative of the elephant). Hell’s Gate is a deep
gorge of brush, grass and rock some 17 kilometers long, 8 of which can be driven by car and the
remaining 9, explored on foot. The gorge’s sheer rock walls attract Verraeux’s Eagles and several
species of nesting Vultures, such as the rare Lammergeyer.
Much of the farmland and savanna south of the lake forms the Brook Bond’s Sulmak Company, a colorful agricultural center producing carnations that are sent to Europe.
The Elsamere Conservation Center, once the home of the talented artist and conservationist, Joy Adamson, is open to the public daily from 3 PM till 5 PM. For a small entrance fee, that
includes afternoon tea, visitors can enjoy the museum or walk through the elegant, acacia shaded
lakeshore property.
At a distance, steam jets can be seen spewing from the earth where recent efforts have
commercially harnessed a geothermal field for electrical production, the first such exploitation in
Africa.
ACCOMMODATIONS
The Lake Naivasha Hotel, 3-1/2 kilometers on South Lake Road, is the lake’s oldest hotel.
Known as the Sparks Hotel in the 1930’s but refurbished and extended in 1977, it now comprises 47
rooms on 48 lawned and gardened, lakeshore acres under giant acacia trees. It is a well managed,
restful spot popular to weekenders from Nairobi and travelers alike who come for the homey atmosphere, pool, and a restaurant that specializes in lake fish and crayfish. The hotel has a jetty where
boats can be hired to fish or explore the lake.
Safariland Lodge is a refreshing, well managed and maintained lakeside lodge with Italian
owner-management. At kilometer 14 on the South Lake Road, it consists of 61 rooms, 126 beds in
bungalows spread amidst 106 spacious acres of green lawns, peacocks, manicured flower and
vegetable gardens, orchard and farm under spreading acacias and flowering Jacaranda trees.
Restaurant specialties include local African dishes on Wednesdays and Saturdays, and barbecue
on Sundays and public holidays. Conference room, hairdresser, library, curio shop, and pool are at
your disposal as are facilities for darts, archery, lawn tennis, and horseback riding. Boating and
sailing are available at the gazebo/bar jetty. Trips to Crescent Island, Hell’s Gate, and Geothermal
station can be arranged. Security guarded camping is also available at Safariland Lodge.
Fisherman’s Camp, owned and managed by the M.D. Carnelly family, includes 20 lakeshore
acres with 2 cottages and camping as well as a ‘top’ camp above South Lake Road that has cottages and cooking facilities. It is 32 kilometers from Naivasha and offers an economical way to
enjoy Lake Naivasha. Both camps offer blankets and sheets for hire. Latrines, hot water and showers are provided. Camping is offered just about anywhere under the shady acacias. Firewood is
available and the local market is within 1 kilometer with bread, milk, eggs, and other essentials.
Rowboats, free to residents, are subject to availability.
The accommodations at Elsamere Conservation Center are open only to bona-fide research, natural history, conservation and scientific groups of up to 13 persons for visiting and
conferences. Qualifying groups will enjoy the warm hospitality of the Center’s Warden, Jock
Dawson and his zoologist wife, Enid, at this natural, stimulating, but relaxing site. With a small jetty
and dinghy with outboard, fishing and exploration of the lake is readily accessible. For further
information apply to: The Warden, Elsamere Conservation Center (Naivasha POB. 4, tel. 50Y9).
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TRAVEL
Lake Naivasha is most often reached from Nairobi via the 100-kilometer, paved A104 Road
by the various available forms of road transportation such as, self-drive vehicles, commuter taxis,
and sleeping coaches. The taxis and coaches make regular stops in Naivasha on their way to and
from Kisumu. Less common is the Kenya Railways. Its overnight Nairobi to Kisumu service arrives
in Naivasha at around 9 PM and departs from Naivasha to Nairobi at around 5 AM. The Kenya
Railways office in Naivasha can be reached at tel. 20007.
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Aberdare National Park and Mt. Kenya
THE EASTERN ABERDARE AND MOUNT KENYA RIVERS
I have specifically selected the Eastern Aberdare and Mount Kenya river Systems as the
recommended trout fishing region in Kenya for a number of reasons. Space, for one, does not
permit coverage of all of Kenya’s trout rivers and the Eastern Aberdare and Mount Kenya area
comprises a high concentration of proven quality fishing within varied settings. Many rivers in this
area are accessible public trout waters which can be reached within a day’s drive of either Nairobi
or the accommodations suggested later on. In fact, driving by rental car is the best mode of transport to fish this area, allowing more flexibility and the non-regimented freedom that trout fishing
requires. Fishing will vary as well from river to river and season to season.
For information regarding trout licenses, see the section on trout. Current knowledge of the
best fishing spots is available at most of the lodges and hotels I will recommend later. Three very
keen trout wizards; Sam Weller, Mohamed Umar, and James Cullen can be reached in care of the
Aberdare Country Club for the latest information. Another good idea is to consider including trout on
a custom fishing safari with the proficient personalities of Ker & Downey, Africa’s oldest safari
company.
Proudly standing to 17,058 feet, Mount Kenya, Africa’s most spectacular mountain, is known
as Kirinyaga to the local people who believed it to be the home of the goods. Its snow-capped
peaks can be seen from the eastern slopes of the Aberdare Range and on a clear day, present a
magnificent view.
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The higher elevations on either side of the valley offer a wide choice of unspoiled mountain
scenery. Dense forests, bamboo jungles, quiet, rolling hills, valleys, alpine moorlands, and crisp
mountain air await the venturesome trout enthusiast. The rewards that accompany a drive or hike to
your chosen fishing spot will far outweigh the efforts to reach them.
The climate is delightfully cool for Africa with sunny days and chilly nights any time of the
year. Warm clothing is necessary at higher altitudes as nights are quite often frosty. Heavy waders
are not required here, but light sock waders may come in handy as will a light two-piece rain suit
with hood. Shorts may be worn, but trousers would prevent any nasty encounters with stinging
nettles found along some river banks.
With regard to precautions, one should be on the lookout, especially in the early mornings,
for colonies of driver ants whose dark red marching lines are sometimes difficult to see in thick
ground cover. More often one feels them (they have strong, sharp teeth and a healthy bite) before
one sees them.
Forested zones away from human settlements, even those outside the national park areas,
can be hangouts for sleeping buffalo. Caution must be taken while fishing in the early mornings and
late afternoons. I like a little excitement, but surprising a hidden, sleeping buffalo would be far more
surprising for me than it would be for the buffalo. They generally will get up and move out of the
way when they hear the noise a whistling angler bashing through the thick brush. Another possible
danger is flash floods that can occur on seemingly peaceful mountain streams, rendering them
somewhat impassable if not hazardous.
Draped across the high ground of the Aberdare Range is the 228-square-mile Aberdare
National Park. Named by Joseph Thompson in 1884 for Lord Aberdare, president of the Royal
Geographical Society, the Park was established in 1950. The eastern slopes of the park ascend
from Kikuyu farmland through rainforests and dense bamboo. This forest belt abounds with over
230 species of birds and may offer a glimpse of its more elusive creatures, the bongo, giant forest
hog, golden cat, Black serval, genet and leopard. The moors, at an altitude of 10,000 feet, are
studded with placid rolling hills of tussock grass. Fifteen-foot-high heather and giant groundsel
border countless, clear, ice-cold streams and pools complete with lively trout.
This area might be an angler’s paradise and openly recommended if it were not for a recent
lion attack on a park visitor near the Chania River Bridge. Lions were brought onto the moorland as
an added interest to tourism and have now become its major detraction. While attempts are being
made by park officials to eliminate this problem, all camps on the moors have been temporarily
closed and visitors are urged to remain in, or near, their vehicles. Buffalo and elephant have not
been a menace but should be avoided as much as possible.
Before planning a fishing trip to this area, it would be very wise to contact the Park Warden
at the Aberdare National Park Headquarters at Mweiga (POB. 22, tel. Mweiga 24). At the park
headquarters or the park gates, anglers can increase security by arranging to be accompanied, free
of charge, by an armed park ranger escort. He would, no doubt, be happy to serve as a temporary
fishing guide as well as deter encounters with wild game.
In the event this serious wildlife hazard has been eliminated, I will briefly mention several
notable moorland fishing spots and attractions. Many of these locations have not been fished for
quite some time and should prove very exciting.
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The best roads onto the park moors are via the Mutubio West Gate which is 58 kilometers
from Naivasha and the Ruhuruini Gate, 20 kilometers from Nyeri. These, and the roads in the park,
are drivable with a non-four-wheel-drive car during the months of January, February and June to
September. The rainy seasons of, normally, March to May and the moderate rains of October,
November and December may affect the quality of the roads, restricting passage to isolated fishing
locations. During these months four-wheel-drive vehicles are recommended for the steep climbs,
large, deep, muddy pot-holes, and the possibility of inclement weather. Check with the park headquarters, lodges, or the AA Office in Nairobi as to the current road conditions before attempting a
trip.
All rivers within the park are open for fishing unless park officials indicate otherwise. The
894-foot Karuru Falls, a short walk from the park road and the Karuru River, above the falls, offer
plenty of pools requiring larger flies and some weight to work the bottom. Most brown trout here will
average 6 to 8 ounces, good fishing, nonetheless. You also get a great view of the nearby Gura
Falls as it drops 1,000 feet into the other side of the gorge.
The Park-operated self-help, Kiandongoro Fishing Lodge can accommodate up to 24 people
and has a watchman, beds and mattresses, fire places and wood, shower, toilet, and water on tap.
All other items must be brought along including a warm sleeping bag. The nearby Magura River
should offer rainbow trout.
The Gikururu River and Falls area has ample pools and hungry browns in the 10-14 ounce
range. The pools below the Chania River Bridge are good and if one can safely reach the big pool
below the Chania Falls, one may get wet, but will find great fishing. Also, the Amboni, Honi, and
Mwathe Rivers offer large pools with 1-pound rainbow.
Fishing in the eastern forested Salient section of the park near The Ark and Treetops game
viewing lodges should be arranged by the managers of the Aberdare Country Club and the Outspan
Hotel.
Outside the park several very accessible rivers, often yielding good results, are worth a
mention. These and their respective public accesses are shown on the Aberdare map in order that
trespassing on private land can be prevented.
The Gura River at Ihithe, upstream from the bridge to the forest post, is just right for the
athletic type with its clear, fast flowing water and good pools set in a deep gorge.
During the dry spells, the lower reaches of the Chania and the junction of the Nairobi,
Thego, and Sagana Rivers (railroad bridge area) can be productive.
The Thego Fishing Camp, 7 kilometers of paved road from the A2 Highway, is a lovely and
popular fishable spot run by the Department of Fisheries. The camp has two cottages with two beds
in each, no shower, but does have a latrine; fireplace and woodburning stove, and provides mattresses. Food and bedding will have to be brought along. Firewood is available and food can be
purchased in Kiganjo (10 kilometers away). The cottages or camping is booked via the various
Department of Fisheries offices. The Thego River affords better fishing upstream amidst forest
palms and tall podocarpus trees with Colobus monkeys and colorful Turacos (tropical fruit-eating
forest birds). Both brown and rainbow have been caught here, ranging from 12 to 16 ounces in
weight. Remember to be on the lookout for sleeping buffalo early and late in the day. The river can
be fished by any licensed angler, whether camping here or not.
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Further up this same paved road, following the Mountain Lodge sign, is the Sagana Trout
Hatchery, where your car can be parked. The river below the hatchery has cleared banks, big pools
and faster water yielding good 1-pound rainbows - lucky escapees, no doubt, from the hatchery
ponds.
Continuing on, the road climbs past Sagana State Lodge to Mountain Lodge, 27 kilometers
from the A2 Highway and 160 kilometers from Nairobi. A voucher obtained at the African Tours and
Hotels office in Nairobi is necessary before entry is permitted at the lodge gate. Built in 1970, and at
altitude of 7,200 feet on Mount Kenya’s slopes, this new game lookout has warm comfortable
rooms. The well prepared food is complemented on clear days by an excellent view of Mount
Kenya’s peaks. A water hole and saltlick along an old game migration route attracts a multitude of
forest creatures. Anglers can try for the mostly brown trout of the snow-fed Sagana tributaries at
bridges further up from the Mountain Lodge gate.
The pleasant township of Nyeri, at 5,800 feet and 155 kilometers from Nairobi, is the unofficial administrative center for the large Kikuyu tribe who make up most of the farmers in the beautiful
surrounding agricultural communities.
The Outspan Hotel at Nyeri was first opened in 1927 and rebuilt in 1946. Its spacious gardens, open-air terraces facing Mount Kenya, conference room, and Tudor-style dining room with its
fine cuisine, all reflect its atmosphere of old world, English charm. The famous cottage, Paxtu,
located on the hotel grounds, was built for Lord Baden-Powell, founder of the Boy Scouts movement. He lived there from 1938 till his death in 1941.
Many sporting activities are offered at the Outspan, such as swimming, tennis, squash and
golf. The Outspan is the base for overnight game viewing excursions at the famous Treetops,
located at 6,000 feet altitude and only 35 minutes away. The Chania River below the hotel can
become a swollen muddy torrent during the highland rains, but otherwise offers good fishing on the
hotel’s 1-kilometers stretch of river. Hotel tackle is in good condition and a guide can be hired for
fishing the Chania or other nearby location.
Located just 14 kilometers north of Nyeri is the Aberdare Country Club. It lies on 1,300 acres
of the wooded slopes of the Aberdare Range and amidst extensive, manicured gardens, and shady,
flowering trees. Its warm, manor-style accommodations complete with fireplaces and friendly,
relaxing, informal hospitality is run by a well known local trout fisherman, Sam Weller. The Club is
the ideal place for walking, riding, bird watching, and tennis or just enjoying the well stocked bar
and first-class cuisine - which can include your freshly-caught trout. The Club is also departure point
for a visit to its luxurious game viewing lodge, The Ark, only 30 minutes away, at an altitude of 7,500
feet, resting next to one of the largest natural salt licks in the Aberdares.
The Aberdare Country Club is rightly proud of its own stretch of the nearby Amboni River.
This 3-kilometer, well-managed, private fishing zone is available to club guests and day members
only. Among the finest trout rivers in Kenya, the Amboni is one of the few spots where large rainbows - up to 3 pounds - can still be found. It is a picturesque river, winding beneath 60-foot-tall podo
trees, acacias, palms, and flowering bushes and vines attracting shy forest antelopes, curious
monkeys, and colorful forest birds (over 200 species), including the rare Narina’s Trogon.
Fishing trips can be arranged from the Club to any area between Mount Kenya and the
Aberdare Range. The Ark can serve as a base for fishing in the Aberdare Salient forest and the
moorlands. Club fishing tackle is limited, but available for hire.
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Following the A2 Highway, 35 kilometers north of Nyeri, through the vast, dry Solio Ranch,
one will reach the small township of Naro Moru, where a left turn will lead to the Naro Moru River
Lodge, just 16 kilometers south of the equator. This unique chalet-style retreat, situated at a height
of 6,505 feet, presents a close-up vista, on a clear day, of Mount Kenya’s wonders. The lodge is
nestled right on the banks of the Naro Moru River, one of Kenya’s loveliest trout streams, restocked
three or four times a year. It flows 2 miles through the lodge grounds and is veiled by shady, mosscovered trees. This river can be fished for another 6 miles downstream, past a large pond and
upstream as far as the railway crossing. Its bright colored browns and rainbows can attain a weight
of 12 to 15 ounces, but, average 8 to 10 ounces. At 3 PM one day, I caught two; very fine trout, 12
and 13 inches long in the pool just next to the lodge. Just at the very moment I caught the second
fish, a Giant Kingfisher cruised overhead rattling his envy or congratulations, I don’t know which,
but I do know that a nasty headache I had been afflicted with for over a week instantly disappeared
and I enjoyed trout for dinner.
Naro Moru River Lodge is a popular base for Mount Kenya climbing safaris and bird watching trips. Its rustic but comfortable, cedar wood chalets - many of which are newly fitted with fireplaces - are only a few yards from the murmuring trout stream. The lodge offers conference facilities, lounge, bar, paneled dining room, delicious meals, and an informal atmosphere with plenty of
peace and quiet. Trout tackle is also for hire, but limited to several fly rods in moderate condition
and a small collection of No. 12 flies.
Self-service chalets and bunk houses are available, as well as a campsite, where a watchman is not provided and where valuables should not be left unattended.
Camping is also possible at the Mount Kenya Youth Hostel just 6.5 kilometers from the A2
Highway (the turnoff is opposite the Naro Moru River Lodge turnoff). The hostel is part of the Kenya
Youth Hostel Association and has 30 beds, blankets, shower, kitchen, dining and common rooms,
and shops nearby. The North and South Naro Moru Rivers, flowing through a brushy forest, just a
short walk below the hostel grounds, may be worth a try. Fast-biting trout, weighing 8 to 12 ounces
can be found near the hostel down the track between the two rivers.
Further north, the rivers around Nanyuki offer little trout fishing, but streams such as the Liki,
Sirimon, and Ontulili may be productive at higher altitudes should time and an adventurous spirit
prevail in locating access.
This beautiful area, incidentally, can be fished from one of the most luxurious, private retreats in the whole of Kenya. The Mount Kenya Safari Club is near the outskirts of Nanyuki on
Mount Kenya’s slopes, at an altitude of 7,000 feet. The club was started in 1959 by a small group of
Europeans and Americans, including the actor, William Holden, to provide its founders, members,
and guests an opulent, relaxing way of enjoying the best that Kenya has to offer. The club’s fame
increased and attracted royalty and the rich from the world over. It now offers a daily membership
and the chance to see Kenya in style via ‘Club Safaris’ organized under the sponsorship of the club.
Besides its affluent accommodations and fine food, the club avails its members of, seemingly, every conceivable sporting activity on its 100 manicured acres, including, trout fishing on its
own mountain streams.
Kenya’s trout fisheries, rivers, streams and dams, as elsewhere, are all very delicate ecosystems requiring stable restocking and management programs. Without these necessary criteria,
this vital resource will be jeopardized.
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Efforts are being made throughout Kenya, on the part of private organizations and the
Department of Fisheries, to enhance trout rivers through restocking and better management.
Deforestation, poaching, neglect, lack of available fingerlings, and poor management, have all
taken their toll on many previously superb fishing locations. Good examples are the lovely rivers
and dams around Kericho, in Western Kenya, which have great potential, but, are not recommended at this time. The picture should look much brighter, though, in a few years so a few remarks about this area are in order. A new fisheries office has been locally established to aid I. W.
Francombe and the Kericho-Sotik Fishing Association (KSFA) in its efforts to restore this area to its
prime once again. Information on the current condition of trout fishing here can be obtained by
contacting I. W. Francombe, in care of KSFA (Kericho POB. 20, tel. 20146, 20751). Suggestions
and comments can be directed to the Director of Fisheries (Nairobi POB. 58187, tel. 743579).
Kericho, a small highland town at an altitude of 6,600 feet, lies on the crest of one of the
many hills among the contrasting lush, bright green tea plantations and darker, bordering forests.
Streams and dams are situated among tall trees alive with birds, flowers, and butterflies of every
sort.
The Tea Hotel in Kericho still maintains its reputation as a lovely resting point for travelers
going to and from Kisumu. Good management, service, and food, as well as the 15 acres of tidy
gardens are just some of its attractions. Free tour guides to local tea plantations and factories are
also available.
TRAVEL
Air and road travel are the most commonly used methods of reaching the Aberdares - Mount
Kenya area.
Air charters are available at Wilson Airport, Nairobi, to fly to airstrips at Nyeri (70 air miles),
Mweiga (75 air miles), or Nanyuki (95 air miles).
The all-weather, A2 Highway runs northeast of Nairobi to Nyeri (155 kilometers), Naro Moru
(190 kilometers), and Nanyuki (200 kilometers). Most of the recommended lodges and hotels can
arrange transport from Nairobi and back again, while self-drive vehicles, hired in Nairobi, allow
more flexibility at trout fishing or camping. The AA of Kenya in Nyeri is on Kimathi Way (tel. 2372).
Private commuter taxis can be booked in Nairobi with several departures daily to Nyeri and Naro Mo
Moru. A popular service is MPS with a 2-hour, one-way trip from Nairobi to Nyeri.
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Freshwater Fish

Nile Perch - Lake Turkana, Kenya
NILE PERCH
The largest among three enormous African freshwater fish, the Nile perch (Lates niloticus) is
the one more apt to be encountered by a traveling angler in search of large, Kenyan quarry.
Africa’s two other large fish are the mende, a catfish (Chrysichthys furcatus), and the
Goliath tigerfish (Hydrocyon goliath), both of the Zaire River watershed. The Goliath tigerfish is also
found in Lake Tanganyika. Both fish are off the beaten track and not easily pursued. The Nile perch,
on the other hand, is widely distributed throughout much of Africa, is very accessible in Kenya and
may be the highlight of The Ultimate Fishing Safari show. If you enjoy catching large bass, you’ll
love a fight with this very large bass-like monster.
Its name is clearly descriptive: a perch living in the Nile and one of rather imposing dimensions. Apart from its size, it differs little from the common perch of Europe and North America and
fishes much like largemouth bass. One close relative, to which it can be somewhat compared to, is
the barramundi (Lates calcarifer) of Philippine, Chinese, Indian, and Australian waters. In fact, a
research program is in progress near Cairns, Australia to assess the suitability of Nile perch for
introduction to Queensland waters.
With a shape and structure much like that of an overgrown cod, the head of the Nile perch
appears proportionally smaller that the rest of the body. This feature is somewhat more pronounced
in the larger fish, most of which are females.
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Its very peculiar, prominent eyes, immense mouth, and scales are also distinguishing features. The upper part of the fish is a uniform brown or olive color, the body is marbled, and the belly
is silvery-white. The rare Golden perch has been caught several times in Lake Turkana and Lake
Victoria. For some, yet unknown reason these specimens resemble a giant gold fish with an overall
brilliant golden-orange color.
The existence of the Nile perch became historically evident long before Boulenger’s very
extensive ichthyological study of Africa’s fishes in the early 1900’s. An Egyptian tomb dating some
4,500 years ago contains a fresco showing a large Nile perch being carried by two men. Other
cemeteries from about 1580 BC containing mummified Lates also clearly show man’s early pursuit
of this fish, possibly as an object of worship.
The Nile, in theory, with its early connection to most of Central Africa’s waterways, may have
provided access for the perch’s present distribution throughout the Nile System, the Zaire River
System, Lakes Turkana, Albert, Tanganyika, and the major rivers of West Africa.
The genus Lates consists of some six species and subspecies. The two larger ones encountered in Kenya are the Lates niloticus of Lake Victoria, deliberately introduced in 1960, and the
Lates niloticus rudolfianus, its cousin, endemic to Lake Turkana.
As noted earlier, the Nile perch attains almost unbelievable dimensions. Nile River records
show a fish weighing 280 pounds, from West Africa - 165 pounds, and from Lake Victoria - 160
pounds. A Lake Turkana boatman reported seeing a perch weighing 202 kilos, or 445 pounds. Even
more incredible is an unofficial Lake Victoria report of a Nile perch weighing 516 pounds that was
caught in a net. It took the strength of five strong men to lift this giant fish from the boat. Lake
Turkana’s fishing club’s rod record is 268 pounds while Lake Victoria’s stands at 285 pounds.
Although these are maximum weights, the average weight of 25 pounds is more common during a
good days fishing.
The smaller Nile perch will prove much more active than the larger specimens. With their
reputation for multiple screaming runs, leaps, head-shaking, and tail-standing antics when hooked,
perch up to 60 pounds can truly be classified as challenging gamesters.
This fact has been repeatedly proven by Nile perch anglers as well as myself while fishing
Lake Turkana and Lake Victoria. Trolling on Lake Turkana, using 30-pound-test mono, I hooked a
40-pounder on a red head silver floating-diving plug. This fish took 100 yards of line twice and
breached the surface, clearing the water both times. The late Ed Zern had a similar experience on
our Ker & Downey, Turkana safari in 1984 and vouched for the excellent fishing offered with perch
of this size.
The larger Nile perch, despite its size, is not generally considered spectacular game when
compared with a tarpon, for example. Although Larry Shames, contributing editor for Esquire and
free lance writer, disagrees. He battled a 125.5-pounder for 25 minutes during our Turkana venture
and shares a rather convincing account:
“I was trolling 30-pound line, drag not too tight. At the strike the line went screaming out no
differently from other runs and I waited 5 to 7 seconds, then grabbed the rod and held on. The fish
ran for about 90 seconds for 250 yards with the line almost horizontal. It felt like a larger fish heavy as I started reeling. I reeled for about 4 minutes, when, 50 yards from the boat, he started up
again. A sprint, then short spurts, but no long run. Then he broke the surface 30 yards from the boat
and rolled halfway out of the water. At first sight of him - Holy #%$!! - a small submarine! Laborious
reeling followed until he was within 5 yards of the boat. He was then harpooned and it took 2 guys
to pull the monster aboard. My arms were throbbing even with the use of a rod butt rest. It was
fantastic!”
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Watching Larry’s lengthy battle from another boat (and finding time to catch two or three
perch), Eric Peterson (of California Angler) and I, were amazed that Larry actually reeled the boat
toward the fish for most of the fight. I’m sure we’ll all remember that evening for a long time, especially Larry, who stood rather stunned, well after the fish was in the boat.
These big fellows will usually make an initial violent strike with no misgiving, then a long run,
followed by several short runs. They will finally break the surface with a roll, or shake their great
heads to dislocate the hook. In this case, the size provides the thrill rather than its resisting fight.
Any fish over 100 pounds should give one a real workout even though it is likely to put up little fight
and sulk to the bottom.
When hooked, 30 to 60 pounders, on the other hand, will usually breach the water surface
with a gusty splash, shaking their heads. These head-shaking tactics frequently dislodge the hook
and I found it necessary to periodically check the hooks on the lure after each battle. Even stainless
steel hooks needed reshaping. A wise addition to one’s tackle box would be spare stainless steel
treble hooks one size larger than what comes with the lures when purchased.
The perch has another crafty habit of making for its favorite snag or old sunken net when it
feels resistance and you may have to play Jacques Cousteau if your precious lure is snagged and
you want it back.
The preferred method of fishing Nile perch in both Lake Turkana and Lake Victoria is trolling
at about 4 knots. The fish are usually found in small shoals 20 to 100 yards from shore on the
leeward side of rocky points. 6 to 10-inch floating-diving plugs are used, Red head silver, silver, and
blue silver seeming to be the most attractive lure colors. Plugs with adjustable action plates on the
head are recommended. The action plate may need adjusting after several perch attacks so check
the action by watching the rod tip.
Keep the lure below the surface. Fish eagles will be attracted to anything floating on the
surface and have been known to swoop down on lures, become entangled and leave you with a
nasty predicament.
The lure should be trolled as close to the bottom as possible without constant snagging.
Plugs are unavailable in East Africa so make sure you bring plenty with you on your Nile perch
safari.
Smaller fish, such as tilapia or tigerfish up to 1 pound in weight (up to 12 inches) are suitable
as bait and can be trolled dead or alive. Generally, larger baits produce larger catches. The tilapia is
common in both Lake Turkana and Lake Victoria and Kenya’s small tigerfish are common only in
Lake Turkana. Both baits can be acquired from native fishermen or caught by methods explained in
the sections covering these fish. If a flight of large hooks sized in proportion to the bait, or a single
hook under the dorsal with the leader secured near the mouth is used, the bait is kept alive and
allowed to ‘swim’ while being trolled.
Kenya’s seasonal changes seem to have little effect on Nile perch fishing, although, they
appear to move into floodwater areas to spawn during the spring and summer rains where a nest of
sorts, built of herbage, is made and eggs are laid. July through March is the non-breeding season
and also the generally accepted dry season when the lake waters are normally clearer, providing
better fishing.
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Early mornings and evenings find the larger fish leaving their deeper, daytime hideouts to
patrol the shallows, although deep trolling near rocky points throughout the day proved very successful. Windy weather can, not only make fishing difficult, but tends to muddy the water and
fishing drops off.
Nile perch are often found in the same ‘hole’ from day to day. When one of these hot spots
is found, it should be trolled thoroughly from either direction, whichever has better results.
Small shoals of fish apparently gather with others of the same age since several double, and
repeated strikes from fish of equal size have occurred in the same spot.
Remember to keep the lines tight with a slight drag when the reel starts howling, but, allow
him line if he wants it.
Ninety percent of all fish in Africa’s lakes are predicted to live within the 80-foot depth contour of each lake. The Nile perch has a ravenous appetite and is a serious predator, devouring any
smaller prey that happens by, including freshwater prawns, tilapia, tigerfish, small crocodile, and
even their own young. In fact, the belly of a 117 pound perch was found to contain a Nile perch
weighing 14 pounds. These shallow littoral zones are attractive to larger perch who are slower
swimmers and find that food is plentiful and more easily obtained. It is, therefore, not surprising that
they can attain large sizes in a short period of time (32 inches in 2 years).
It was during a fishing competition on Lake Victoria in February when I found plenty of action
at one particular hot spot, 20 feet from a rocky drop-off. What felt like a snag turned out to be a 64pound fighter who put up enough strength to pull the boat around in a circle. After several short
runs, this big fellow broke the silence with a tremendous crash only 10 feet from the boat. With his
mouth wide open he shook his big head as he leaped half out of the water and dislodged what I
thought was my lure. I felt the agony of defeat for a moment until I realized I still had resistance on
the line. What he had spit out was a small perch weighing 1 pound! We never did go back to add
this floating 1-pounder to our collection since each time we tried, our screaming reels brought us
back to the action again. Out of 6 boats and for 9 hours of fishing, we clinched the competion with
464 pounds of perch, a total of 13 fish, with my 64-pounder the top fish of the day. I was then told
this was off-season fishing. Evidently 3-rod-per-boat competitions during July and August on Lake
Victoria can produce up to 1,300 pounds of fish per boat.
Several factors must be overcome to ensure any degree of success when casting for Nile
perch from shore. Although this method is more economical, accessibility to strategic shoreline
locations known to offer good fishing may pose a problem and permission to fish such spots must
be obtained in advance from property owners. The unmerciful daytime heat of Lake Turkana may
restrict one’s casting locations to areas near established lodges unless one brings ample fluids to
drink and has means to shade ones head from the sun.
Having prevailed these hurdles, bait casting has shown very good results. This is especially
effective at holes unreachable by trolling. A rod and spinning or bait-casting reel is ideal in this case
but lacking such hi-tech gear, local fishermen regularly use lines cast by hand with great results.
Should this be your chosen method, anchor the terminal end of the line up the beach and between
that and the waters edge, lay a circle of several wraps of line on the sand and place a smooth, fairly
large rock in the circle of line. This will provide some resistance at strike time and keep you from
having to hold the line in anticipation. Holding the line while waiting for a strike is not a good idea
anyway considering what might hit the other end. Anglers with a hand wrapped in line have been
known to fall asleep and get towed down the bank and into the water by huge Nile perch!
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To avoid damages to one’s terminal gear, a minimum of 3 feet of heavy (60 to 130 pound)
swiveled, wire leader is recommended as Nile perch have sharp teeth and dorsal fins. Anywhere
between 30 to 100 pound test mono or braided line is suitable line depending on one’s skill and
preference. You may opt for lighter line and the challenges it offers if your tackle box contains plenty
of terminal gear.
Most Nile perch angling can be covered with medium action trolling rods in the 30-80-poundrange test class. Reels should hold up to 300 yards of line and can range from Penn Peer with level
wind to Penn Senator 6/0 size or similar reels. Also, it is important to have a good strong gaff
aboard.
The resorts and operators I note have suitable gear available in fair to very good condition,
often at reasonable rental cost, so you need not bring Nile perch tackle on your Kenyan Safari
unless you head out on your own.
One precautionary note: native fishermen often set gill nets and long lines that pose the
obvious problems when one is trolling. Floats are infrequently used, leaving much of the underwater
gear invisible. This may be one good reason to have a fishing guide along to help one steer clear of
these hazards.
Also, for those attempting shore fishing or casting: hippo and crocodile may be encountered
on the shores of both Lake Turkana and Lake Victoria and should be watched for at all times.
One very significant bonus to Nile perch fishing is the fact that local and European consumers consider its flesh to be one of the finest table delicacies. It makes fine steaks and has an agreeable flavor that might remind one of Dover sole or Black cod. Local fishermen prefer tilapia to
perch, saying the perch is slightly oily for their tastes, although large quantities of perch are caught
along with tilapia.
Nile perch makes delicious curries and fish dishes as you will see later on in the section
dealing with cooking the catch.
The International Game Fish Association (IGFA) has included the Nile perch (Lates niloticus)
in its Fly Rod and Line Class World Record listings as of April 1985. Applications are being accepted in the 130 pound maximum line class on a tentative basis for this species. This demonstrates the increasing interest among anglers, especially record seekers, in this noble game fish.
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Tigerfish - Lake Turkana, Kenya
TIGERFISH
For their size, Kenya’s tigerfish are some of the fiercest little predators know to sport fishing.
Even though they do not attain the proportions of the Goliath tigerfish of Zaire, a more isolated and
much larger cousin, they certainly merit noteworthy comment.
There are several varieties of tigerfish distributed throughout Africa, but only two are found
in Kenya and both, in Lake Turkana. The larger Big Tigerfish (Hydrocyon lineatus) grows to 35
pounds, whereas, the Little Tigerfish (H. forskalii), the most common tigerfish in the lake and the
smallest of the genus Hydrocyon, reaches 2 pounds.
Lake Turkana offers, not only the big perch, but is one of few accessible locations in East
and Central Africa where the feisty tigerfish can be found. One may encounter the Big tigerfish
while trolling for Nile perch.
This genus belongs to the ancient family Characinidae, found only in Africa and South
America and its members are distant relatives of the New World piranha.
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Although the tigerfish is widely considered a game fish, its flesh is quite tasteless and
contains a great quantity of bones. For this reason, those caught can be used as bait or released.
What this little tigerfish lacks in size and taste is assuredly made up for with a giant fighting
spirit. It is considered the most exasperating to catch of all fish that regularly seize a lure. It is not
delicate about seizing almost anything shiny and moving fast, and armed with an amazing set of
long, razor sharp teeth, it rather hurls itself at its prey the instant it sees it, grabbing it savagely with
the most evil intentions. Inside and out, its armor-plated mouth is extremely hard and bony, making
it seem impossible to plant a hook. When finally hooked, it will usually leap and twist like a miniature tarpon and shake its head, snapping its powerful little jaws.
There is no fooling around with these fellows. After realizing the tremendous speed at which
they run, while fishing Lake Turkana, I accelerated my reeling, allowing absolutely no slack, and
beached them as soon as possible.
Apart from its devilish teeth and appearance, the tigerfish makes a great trophy. With its
elongated body covered with bright scales and tiger-like stripes, it is somewhat beautiful. The sides
and belly are silvery-white while the back is olive-green. The lower fins are pale yellow and the
lower tail lobe, yellowish-red, whereas, the dorsal, adipose fin, and upper tail lobe are dark.
As with most tigerfish in Africa, Lake Turkana’s tigerfish (lokel, its Luo name), shares its
waters with the predacious Nile perch and Nile crocodile who all feed voraciously on each other.
Just below Lake Turkana Lodge is an ideal place to witness this behavior. The otherwise quiet,
shallow bay in the cool early mornings and late afternoons can suddenly explode with small tigerfish
shoals trying to escape a larger tigerfish who is being pursued by an even larger one right behind
him!
This is a great time to fish these gamesters using a fairly stiff tip on a light spinning rod. I
caught 6 fish up to 6 inches long in just 30 minutes with 15 pound tackle, the required swiveled
leader and a No. 3 Vibrax spinner. Tigerfish up to 14 inches long, whether caught spin-casting or
trolling make excellent dead or live bait for Nile perch fishing.
Any shiny, weighted spinner or spoon in the half ounce to one ounce range should prove
sufficient, providing one gets plenty of casting momentum. After several tooth-and-nail battles the
hooks will need to be reshaped or, better yet, exchanged for slightly larger ones of stainless steel
and the wire leader checked for damage. Fly-fishing and bait-casting for these small, spirited fish
also makes great sport. Several vacant tippet classes in the IGFA freshwater fly rod listings for the
tigerfish (Hydrocyon spp.) might interest fly-fishing enthusiasts seeking world records.
Whether these shallow water fish are adult Little tigerfish or juvenile Big tigerfish is difficult
to tell. Be they the one-pounder or the 35-pounder, extreme care must be taken when they are
handled as their teeth are razor sharp. A good rule is to simply keep bare hands and feet clear of
the mouth of a live tigerfish.
Local methods of catching tigerfish include set-nets, long lines and hand-casting baited
hooks. I witnessed locals almost every morning and evening at the end of the sand spit enclosing
Ferguson’s Gulf near Lake Turkana Lodge beaching tigerfish up to 3 pounds by using heavy hand
lines and small hooks baited with chunks of tigerfish flesh. They yanked and feverishly pulled in one
after the other as I stood and fruitlessly tried with my light rod and a bright spinner. I found better
luck replacing my spinner with a baited, single hook.
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Black Bass - Lake Naivasha, Kenya
BLACK BASS
Finding a popular American fish, the largemouth black bass (Micropterus salmoides), in
Kenya (a former British colony in equatorial Africa) seems rather odd, but history sheds some light
on the reasons for its presence in Lake Naivasha.
With the advent of the Uganda railway and the arrival of colonial ranchers and British settlers, the Naivasha area was the sight of increased growth in the early 1900’s. Settlers looking for
leisure activities, found that the lake offered little angling so a search was made to find an edible
and sporting fish to stock Lake Naivasha for the Angling Association. In 1910 President Theodore
Roosevelt attempted to acquire some black bass from the New York Marine and Hatcheries Department to present to the association but was unsuccessful.
Captain Dent, the Fish Warden of Kenya’s Game Department, brought out a shipment of
ninety-eight largemouth black bass yearlings and six two-year-olds from the U.S. in January, 1928.
All six two-year-olds as well as forty-two yearlings died on the journey. So, in February of that year,
only 56 black bass were introduced into Lake Naivasha’s fresh water. By 1931, three years later,
black bass up to 4 pounds as well as shoals of smaller fish fro 4 to 5 inches in length were reported.
Mr. Clay of Donyo Sabuk presented 450 Tilapia nigra from his dam and these were placed in
the lake previous to the bass introduction. Both species are edible and quite sporting and both grew
in numbers, particularly the bass. Bass fishing has been the most productive ever during the last
several years, with fishing competitions frequently yielding 100 pounds of fish per boat in December
and January.
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The black bass, found in greater numbers today than the tilapia upon which it preys, also
feeds on the Louisiana red swamp crayfish (Procambarus clarkii), introduced to the lake in the mid1960’s. Although 1-1/2 to 6-pounders are more common, the bass have reached ample sizes with
the lake record said to be 11 pounds.
Naivasha’s bass are fished the same as the largemouth bass found in Central and North
America and other countries and have much the same appearance, behavior, and habits.
Between the months of October and April is when bass fishing is at its best here. Early
mornings and late evenings are usually the best times to fish but the rest of the day can be enjoyable and productive if the hot mid-day sun is prepared for. Temperatures at Lake Naivasha range
between the high daytime 80’s and the cool nighttime 60’s.
Trolling or spin-casting while drifting with the wind within 200 yard of rocky points are proven
methods here. The fish seem to shoal in rocky areas, in water 5 to 15 feet deep, rather than papyrus beds of heavily weeded shelters. Trolling into a light wind, then spin-casting while drifting back
over any particular hot spot is an ideal and economical technique. ‘Low and slow’, using any of
several bass spinning spoons and plugs, is the key to this bass fishing.
Weedless spinner baits, such as the Bushwacker are regularly used, as are four-inch Thin
Fin jigs and typical sinking-and-diving bass plugs. A 5 to 8-foot medium action rod mounted with an
open face reel and 15-pound line or less, should be quite adequate tackle for Lake Naivasha’s great
bass fishing.
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Trout Fishing - Kenya Highlands
TROUT
East Africa’s stimulating trout fishing adds another tempting dimension to an African angling
safari. Its bountiful, highland rivers and streams intersect alpine moorlands and primeval forests are
abundant with wild flowers, lively butterflies, and elusive, forest-dwelling creatures that creep cautiously down for a cool drink. The crisp, early morning chill is awake with a myriad of strange calls
from bright colored birds while the mist is briefly broken with the curious stares from chattering
monkeys, high in the tall trees. This sensational tropical mountain atmosphere makes a strong
appeal to fly fishermen and nature lovers alike.
This natural setting seemed ideal for colonial British settlers to introduce trout, both brown
(Salmo trutta), and rainbow (S. gairdneri) into Kenya’s idyllic, virgin waters early in the century.
In 1905, when the Colony was yet a Protectorate, the initial introduction of ova (browns,
Loch Leven, and rainbow) was handled and financed personally by Major Ewart S. Grogan. Seeing
this original consignment flourish in the Gura River, high of the 10,000-foot Aberdare moorlands, no
less than 20 river systems throughout Kenya’s highlands were stocked before the year 1931. These
were subsequently managed by several angling associations and stocked by a growing number of
trout hatcheries.
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While trout fishing in equatorial Africa today does not compare with its peak during the
1930’s (when rainbow reached a record 12 pounds, 11 ounces; brown, over 10 pounds), many trout
streams, both private and public, have been maintained. Some of the best fishing is found within
150 kilometers of Nairobi and many areas are accessible on all weather roads. Due to increased
cultivation of lands bordering most lower reaches of Kenya’s rivers and the resultant soil run-off, the
waters are fishable only in the dry season - January, February, and June through September.
Altitudes of over 5,000 feet seem to provide the most year-round enjoyment. The trout, brown and
rainbow, can reach 2 to 3 pounds (averaging 3/4 to 1 pound) and are quite plentiful in certain areas.
Although most fish are pure strains of the brown or the rainblow, hybrid, or variations of
rainbow trout can be found, more often in dirtier water. Rainbows seem to prefer faster water and
are considered tastier than the brown, who is attracted to slower moving streams.
For a day’s fishing, a good suggestion is to work up the stream from 6 to 11 AM, then stop
for lunch till 3 PM when the afternoon feeding activity picks up again and fish downstream till 6 PM
Mid-day fishing can be extended where shade is provided by thick cover from forest trees.
Kenya trout are drift feeders, lying up in the fast water at the head of pools during the day,
then moving back to the end, where they often feed at the surface in the evening. The rains bring
somewhat more feeding activity, whereas during the dry season, the larger fish work the bottom of
pools at the lower reaches of rivers. Since there are no dramatic seasonal changes in the Kenyan
highlands and relatively few insect hatches, conditions warrant floating tackle. Wet flies are popular
for both rainbow and brown.
The close proximity of bushes and trees requires a roll cast in many situations with the fly
presented either up or downstream or across as conditions dictate.
The ideal tackle is a 6 wt. rod with WF 6 F/S line. Popular wet flies are the Kenya Bug (also
favored by Alaskan grayling, by the way), Coachman and Royal Coachman, Mrs. Simpson, CockyBondhu, and Bloody Butcher in sizes 8 and 10. Darker flies, nymphs, or those with a touch of red
are generally well accepted, in clear water, while the lighter colored flies, such as the Coachman,
work well in muddy streams.
Trout flies are one of the few required tackle items that are available in Kenya. Kenya Trout
and Salmon Flies (Nairobi POB. 52242, tel. Karen 2340) is located only 18 kilometers from Nairobi
and is the center for the production of more than 7,000 flies tied daily of the highest quality, that are
exported to Canada, Australia, Iceland, Britain, and other parts of Europe. It is well worth a visit
before heading out to Kenya’s trout streams. Owned by Cheshire Homes of Kenya, the center in
involved in the care and rehabilitation of Africa’s disabled who make up most of the highly skilled flytiers employed. This training program offers beneficial skills and confidence to those who, otherwise, would likely face useless, unproductive lives.
Trout anglers are entrusted to abide by the rules of the river and ensure campsites and river
banks are kept clean and free from litter. An appointed Fish Scout may periodically be encountered
and should be respectfully given the data necessary for his Trout Fishing Book.
Kenya rules call for fly only; ’an artificial lure containing no edible substance furnished with a
single hook’. The Kenya Fly Fisher’s Club, its lodges and trout rivers, are strictly private, with visitor
visitors to the club restricted to member’s invitation only.
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There is no restriction on size minimums of trout bagged, but, generally, fish smaller than 8
inches are to be gently handled with wet hands and returned unharmed to the water. A license
allows 6 rainbow and 4 brown trout per day.
Kenya law requires the purchase of a trout license before fishing in public or private waters
and must be carried at all times when fishing. Licenses are available at most lodges and hotels and
the following locations: The Main Fisheries Office in Nairobi at the National Museum (POB. 58187,
tel. 743579); the Sagana Fisheries Office (Sagana POB. 26, tel.5); and the Kiganjo Fisheries Office
(Kiganjo POB. 4, tel. 16Y3).
Current Kenya legislation has declared the following public waters open for trout fishing.
Generally:
(a) in the Mount Kenya area; the Sagana, Nairobi, Thego, Burguret, Naro Moru, Nanyuki,
Liki, Sirimon, and Ontulili Rivers;
(b) in the Eastern Aberdare area; the Katamayu, Chania, Hembi, Kithugi, Chania (Nyeri
District), Amboni, and Gura Rivers;
(c) in the Western Aberdare area; the Tulaga River, Kiteri River and its tributaries, the
Narandat River, Melawa River and its tributaries, and Gilgil River and its tributaries;
(d) in the Northern Mau area; the Njoro River downstream from the forest reserve boundary,
Rongai Rivers downstream for a point three miles inside the forest reserve, and Molo River and its
tributaries;
(e) in the Southern Mau area; the Kamungun, Sauasa, Mara, and Kiptiget Rivers;
(f) in the Londiani area; Two Mile stream and Nyando River; and
(g) in the Mount Elgon, Cherangani, and Elgeyo areas; the Nzoia River and its tributaries,
Suam River and its tributaries, and the Sergoit River and its tributaries.
Fisheries Department offices can be consulted regarding the latest regulations governing
the desired river to be fished, such as closures, openings, bag limits, size, type of lure, and other
possible changes.
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Tilapia
TILAPIA
Anglers aspiring to tackle the more sporting game fish of Lakes Turkana, Victoria, and
Naivasha may find the locally popular tilapia enjoyable quarry. It is a common coarse fish in all three
lakes, is easily pond cultured, and is considered a valuable food fish. The tilapia is the most important component of Africa’s commercial freshwater catches. It is easily filleted, tasty, and is a fish of
inshore shallows and not difficult to catch. For these reasons, I find it merits a brief observation.
The tilapia, or ‘bream’ encountered in Kenya’s lakes constitute only 6 species of the nearly
600 species known to the family Cichlidae. More than half of these are found in lakes and waterways throughout Africa.
These interesting fish are widely distributed since early times and have quickly adapted to
surviving through droughts and the limnological changes that have drastically affected much of
Africa’s hydrology.
Tilapias have been studied more than any other African fish genus. Some are omnivorous,
some predatory, and some have vegetarian diets. They are generally silvery on the flanks, creamy
white on the belly, brownish or olive green in color on the back and feed chiefly on algae, plankton,
or insects and worms.
Tilapias are mouth breeders. The female carries in her pharynx up to 270 eggs for 10 to 14
days and later harbors fry here till they are free swimming. After the breeding season in winter and
spring, they often shoal in the shallows where they can readily be attracted to a baited hook.
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As with most panfish, tilapia fishing does offer some sport to old and young alike, using fly
fishing gear, baited hand lines, or very light tackle.
Spinners or lures are not as effective as flies, and a simple worm is even better. A glob of
ugali (a dough-like corn meal) works well on most vegetarian species.
At most populated lakeshore areas you will find local native anglers daily trying their luck for
tilapia with hand lines attached to one or more hooks baited with ugali or worms. The local jetty,
pier, beach, or weedy shallows, are usually quite productive and are good places to watch and learn
how it’s done in Kenya.
We will confine ourselves briefly to four tilapia most likely encountered in Kenya that tend to
average 1/2 to 3 pounds.
Perhaps the largest growing species of tilapia in Africa is Tilapia nilotica, known to reach 20
pounds (the current IGFA All-Tackle record for tilapia stands at 4 pounds, 5 ounces). Tilapia nilotica
is common to Lake Turkana where it is called Bulti, or Rogene, its Turkana name. In Lake Victoria,
its Luo name is Nyamami. A sandy bottom, lakeshore fish, it is omnivorous, feeding on larger foods
and worms. It is generally colored yellowish-brown or gray to dark olive and the tail is barred. This
fish is excellent eating.
Tilapia variabilis, Lake Victoria’s Mbiru, is a small fish, averaging 12 to 18 ounces. It has a
brownish color and is a vegetarian, feeding on plankton or diatoms but is only eaten locally, being
prone to spoil soon after capture.
Tilapia esculenta, also of Lake Victoria, is the Ngege, an herbivoral plankton eater reaching
4 pounds. It is more bluish than the Mbiru, has red tips on its rays and tail fins, and is considered
one of the best eating tilapias.
Tilapia nigra, of Lake Naivasha, feeds on plankton, aquatic insects and larval forms of
dragonfly. It migrates in September, leaving the lakeshore areas to breed, then returns in January.
This fish shows good sporting and eating qualities. It grows to 3 pounds and puts up an excellent
fight on a fly rod, taking a red fly, fly spoon, or worm.
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PART 2: SALTWATER FISHING
BIG GAME FISHING
The Indian Ocean, off Kenya’s coral coast, is widely considered some of the finest game
fishing in the world. The fishing grounds comprise the area from Shimoni up to Malindi; about 130
miles long and lie within some 30 miles out from its tropical, palm-fringed beaches and fashionable
resorts. Varying sea conditions yield different marine habitats and, consequently, diverse fish along
this stretch of coastline. Year after year, these waters provided the spice of thrilling variety to anglers from all parts of the globe.
There is no such thing as a ‘typical’ day aboard any charter boat. Several variable ingredients include weather conditions and the unpredictable migration patterns and behavior of the
denizens of this largely unexplored Indian Ocean environment.
Little else is quite like the peaceful early morning cruise out onto the blue. Ever present is
that nervous anticipation, knowing that at any moment, your reel could begin screaming as a magnificent Marlin clears the water and all hell breaks loose. It could be the beginning of an exciting
battle that could last for hours.
Whether your fancy is Marlin, Shark fishing or the increasing enthusiasm for light tackle
angling, this experience is unforgettable. For the amateur and professional alike, Kenya coastal
fishing provides ample material for tales and toasts over well-deserved evening drinks.
Marlin, Sailfish, and the big Tuna, considered some of the finest game fish species in the
world, migrate 6,000 ocean miles in search of food, and appear along the East African coast regularly every year.
The Marlin season here usually begins in late November and ends in early April and while
some hardy anglers proclaim the big Mako Shark as the ultimate challenge, the highly volatile
Marlin is the most popular big game fish of world-class anglers.
INSHORE FISHING
Inshore fishing, including bottom fishing, reef fishing, surf-casting, and year-round creek or
harbor fishing in sheltered bays, is also very popular and permitted in all areas other than the
governmentally protected zones within the Kenya Marine National Park and Reserve boundaries.
Inshore fishing tackle, such as surf-casting, spinning or light trolling gear is usually not
available for hire at the coast and should be brought along if you prefer to venture out on your own.
Common trolling lures are red, yellow, or white plastic squids, particularly for Koli-Koli and Barracuda as are gold or silver rapala plugs.
Some charter boat operators, though, not offering inshore fishing by boat, may be able to
arrange for smaller craft and crew and advise you on suitable baits and fishing locations. Although
this method can certainly be a much less expensive way of coastal angling, care must be taken in
selecting only reputable local boat owners and crew. Look for dependable and back-up equipment,
such as outboard motors.
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Glass-bottom boats, normally used for reef viewing, work quite well as low cost, inshore,
reef, trolling, or bottom fishing craft. They are usually shaded and spacious enough for small
groups. Hiring prices (established in advance) may vary considerably along the coast.
Bottom fishing or trolling baits can usually be purchased from local fish markets or fishermen by asking for chambo, the Swahili word for bait. Squid, octopus, prawns, or sand crab legs are
good baits.
For most seeking an angling adventure, however, I recommend the services of professional
operators. Despite the added cost, their equipment, supplies, skill, and experience should prove far
more satisfying and rewarding in the long run, especially to novice anglers or those new to Africa.
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The Kenya Coast
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THE KENYA COAST
One fairly consistent phenomenon of the Kenyan fishing grounds is the life-giving East
African current. This current circles a vast area of the Indian Ocean pushing its way up the East
African coastline in a northerly direction at an average speed of 4 knots during the Southeast
monsoon, slowing to 3 knots with the Northeast monsoon.
These monsoon winds have much to do with the seasonal changes and general weather
pattern along the coast. The southerly winds, the Kuzi, usually arriving in April, bring squalls and
rain that can sometimes last for days. This hazardous boating condition does not weaken until
September, when the gusty winds begin to drop off and fishing starts again.
The best time for fishing is from October, through the November calm, and throughout the
duration of the milder Northeast monsoon, or Kazikazi, which appears in December and lasts until
late March. Fishing in July, August, September, and April can be good depending on the weather.
For centuries, the Kazikazi has brought and still brings, the trading dhows to this coast from Persia
and Arabia, some 2,000 miles away. These dhows, or lateen-sailed Arabian vessels, can still be
seen plying coastal waters off Kenya.
Light off-shore breezes in the morning will begin a typical day during the Kazikazi, followed
by calm, then a gradual increase in northerly winds to 30 knots from noon till mid-afternoon when it
dies down until the following day.
Fishing boats leave the harbor in the early morning and return with the increasing winds in
the afternoon. Early departures allow time for bait fish to be caught (easier caught at first light) and
time to fight a large fish (up to 6 hours) should one be caught. Also, if a breakdown did occur, there
would be ample time before dark to get towed into harbor.
The climate at the coast is warm and humid but cooled by the refreshing ocean trade winds.
The average maximum temperature is 90°F, while the minimum is around 71°F. Humidity can range
from 64% in January to 93% in November.
Although all charter boat operators have radio-equipped vessels and meet safety requirements, the sea can be anything from a glassy calm to an angry, merciless, blowing squall, so the
necessary precautions are advised. Generally though, the Kenya coast enjoys comparatively mild
weather conditions year-round.
Anglers are urged to wear protective clothing and sun-screen while at the coast and on
fishing trips, especially those with sensitive skins or those unable to find the time to gradually
acclimatize to the equatorial sun. Wearing a pair of cotton socks can help avoid painful sunburns to
the top of one’s feet. Extended boat trips of four hours or more will require that drinks, breakfast or
lunch, be packed in advance and carried aboard.
Visitors to Kenya’s coral reef at low tide should be warned of its potential dangers and the
need to wear protective footwear. A safer way of seeing the wonders of the reef is from a glassbottom boat, hired from most hotels offering goggling and scuba diving.
The coast is highly malarial requiring visitors to use anti-malaria pills. Should one neglect to
bring along malaria medicine, health facilities and pharmacies are accessible in all major centers
along the coast. Should medical services be needed, the Coast Provincial Hospital (Mombasa tel.
314201/9), ambulance (25555 or 999), or the Malindi District Hospital (tel. 20490) are nearby health
services.
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In the waters off Kenya no licenses are required for the use of fishing rods and line with one
or more hooks or lures attached. For further information contact the Coastal Director of Fisheries in
Mombasa (POB. 90423, tel. 23668).
The East African coast, boasting some of Kenya’s oldest buildings, has, for at least 3,000
years, been associated with Arabia and Arabs, who have always been traders and skilled sailors.
Attracted by large profits to be gained from Africa’s spices, ivory and slaves, their historical influence has had a greater and more permanent effect on the coastal culture, religion, architecture and
commerce than any other early visitors including Chinese, Portuguese and British explorers and
colonists.
The Swahili people and their language (Swahili, the lingua franca of central and eastern
Africa) are products of Arab intermarriages with the coastal Giriama, Digo, and Bajun and other
tribes, most of whom are farmers or fishermen.
The fertile coastline, with its small farms and large estates, yields an abundant supply of
coconut products, sugar cane, mangrove poles, sisal and kapok fibers, mangoes, cashewnuts,
pineapples, papayas, citrus fruits, and bananas.
Most of this coast is protected by the coral reef that attracts, not only visiting tourists, by also
a rich profusion of sea life. This resource has, for generations, provided a way of life to regional
fishermen. Local trees are fashioned into mtumbwi, or ngalawa canoes propelled by hand poles or
lateen sails and employed for inshore fishing. A smaller version of the Arab sailing dhow or mashua
can be seen trolling deeper waters. Beach seine-nets, gill-nets, baited hand lines, spears, barrier
and basket traps are all local fishing methods passed down from father to son.
The natural break in the coral reef and the deep water anchorage of Kilindini (Deep Place)
Harbor makes Mombasa Island the ideal ‘Gateway of Africa’. After a colorful history of ownership by
the Arabs, Portuguese, Turks, Moslems, and the Sultans of Oman and Zanzibar, this strategic trade
center and the Kenya coast was finally ceded to the Protectorate of Her Britannic Majesty in 1888.
With the completion of the Uganda Railway at the turn of the century and the Mombasa Road later
on, trade links were established and development spread throughout East Africa’s interior.
Second to the appeal of the game parks of inland Kenya, the coast is perhaps its most
attractive and most visited area. Transportation, hotels, lodging, entertainment, historical sites,
cultural shows, shopping, sightseeing, game viewing, bird watching, recreation, and water sports
are all available to suit most tastes and budgets.
From this playground, day trips can be made to the remote and wild inland savanna of Tsavo
East National Park along the Galana River and at the various game viewing lodges. The 28,000
acre Taita Hills Game Sanctuary is also a popular game viewing ranch and the cooler Simba Hills
National Reserve, a 742 square-mile forested, 1,500-foot-high plateau near the South Coast, offers
its rare Sable antelope, herds of buffalo, elephant and an enchanted primeval forest.
With the influence of its 400,000 European, Asian and African inhabitants, much of
Mombasa has held to its early past. This is most visible in the Old Town along the Old Dhow Harbor
with its maze of narrow streets, temples, mosques, bazaars, the ever-present Eastern-style music,
and the scent of spices and incense.
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TRAVEL
The Kenya coast is within reach of Nairobi by air, road, and rail travel. (Also, see the Nairobi
section for Nairobi travel connections.) Air charter services to Mombasa and/or Malindi (270 air
miles from Nairobi) can be arranged from Wilson Airport, Nairobi. An hour’s flight by Kenya Airways
is another fast way of reaching the coast with daily services to Mombasa and Malindi. Kenya Airways has offices in Mombasa (Digo Road, tel. 21251, 23552), and in Malindi (tel. 20237).
Mombasa is linked to Nairobi by the A109 Highway, a 485-kilometer, all-weather road, that
drops southeasterly from Nairobi’s upland’s through the drier, contrasting Tsavo National Park. This
highway is more of a ‘flyway’ for speeding tanker trucks, buses, commuter taxis, Safari Rally
‘wannabe’s’, and wild game crossing so caution is urged. This road is even more dangerous at
night. If the trip from Nairobi seems tiresome, it may help to anticipate the welcoming sight of
Mombasa Island set against the blue of the sea and sky as one comes over the coastal escarpment. The paved B8 Highway connects Mombasa, via the New Nyali Bridge, to Malindi (113 kilometers north). Shimoni (82 kilometers south) is reached from Mombasa on the A14 Highway via the
Likoni Ferry.
Self-drive vehicles can be hired either in Nairobi, or at the coast. The Hertz/UTC offices at
the coast are found in Mombasa on Moi Avenue (tel. 316333), in Malindi on Harambee Road (tel.
20040) and on Diani Beach at the Jadini Beach Hotel (tel. 2149) and the Diani Reef Hotel (tel.
2093). Hertz/UTC desks can be found in the Mombasa Beach Hotel; Nyali Beach Hotel; Bamburi
Beach Hotel; the Moi International Airport, and in Mombasa (Moi Ave., tel. 26778).
Commuter taxis can be booked between Nairobi and Mombasa. Two commonly used services with offices in Mombasa are MPS (Haile Selassie Rd., tel. 316008) and Malindi Taxis
(Mombasa, Kenyatta Ave., tel. 25441 and Malindi, tel. 20217).
Comfortable sleeping coaches offer several departures each day between Nairobi and
Mombasa, a seven-hour trip one way. Two coach services have offices in Mombasa: Mawingo Bus
Service (Kenyatta Ave., tel. 314318), and Coastline Safari (Mwembe Tayari Rd., tel. 20916).
Taxis can be hired from Moi International Airport, Mombasa. Be sure to establish a firm price
before boarding any taxi or bus service vehicles. One popular boarding zone for buses and taxis to
Malindi is in front of the New Peoples Hotel, Abdel Nasser Road, Mombasa. To catch the bus to the
South coast and Diani Beach, take the ferry to Likoni where buses depart on the half hour to the
South coast.
The, much safer, overnight Kenya Railways service is my favorite method. Two trains operate daily, both ways between Nairobi and Mombasa. The Nairobi departures are 5 PM and 7 PM,
while the Mombasa departures are at 5 PM and 7 PM. The Kenya Railways office in Mombasa can
be reached by calling tel. 312221.
The Tourist Office in Mombasa is located near the Tusks on Moi Avenue. It is run by the
Mombasa and Coast Tourist Association (POB. 99596, tel. 24173, 25428) and is a member of the
Kenya Association of Hotelkeepers and Caterers.
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CHARTER BOAT OPERATORS
All the fishing clubs and charter operators recommended are members of the Kenya Association of Sea Angling Clubs (KASAC) (Mombasa POB. 84133). KASAC is affiliated with the Game
Fish Union of Africa and the International Game Fishing Association in Florida. These associations
are formed, not only to compile records and unify game fishing rules, but also, to encourage game
fishing and a wider knowledge of marine species and their habitat requirements. Members receive
periodical publications covering fishing events and current record holdings, as well as a wide scope
of angling related information. These associations are the sources of the All-Kenya, All-Africa, and
World records listed previously.
KASAC charter boats are fully geared with safety equipment and ship-to-shore radios tuned
into the same network. Fishing techniques are constantly being improved in the waters off Kenya as
new ideas are implemented and proven successful.
Some twenty-two fishing competitions are held annually at various fishing clubs along the
coast from October through March of which information can be obtained from the Kenya Association of Sea Angling Clubs.
Kenya’s coastal fishing grounds are very accessible through the services of capable and
well-seasoned angling personalities, boatmen, or guides who will cater to beginners or professionals alike.
The very best tournament trolling tackle is utilized and is in fair to excellent condition along
the coast. Common trolling rods employed are Harnell, Fin-Nor, Horrocks Ibbotson, Fenwick,
Daiwa, and K. C. brands. Several makes of trolling reels in use are Fin-Nor, Penn International,
Penn Senator, Ocean City, and Shakespeare.
Anglers, therefore, need not bring along personal deep-sea tackle unless it is preferred and
agreeable to the charter operator in advance. Those who fancy light tackle are urged to bring plenty
of line and terminal tackle.
Two sporting goods stores in Mombasa with a limited selection of fishing tackle are; Wason
Stores (tel. 23256), opposite the Castle Hotel, Moi Avenue; and Jamal Manji Rahemtulla (tel.
24780), on Samburu Road, just off Makadara Road near the Post Office.
Since space is not available to cover all big game charter boat operations along the coast,
those selected were done so on the basis of several criteria: recommendations of local anglers,
peers, and fishing correspondents, and those with a history of satisfied clientele, especially Western
anglers. Other operations, though not covered, may be of good quality and provide satisfying
service.
It is common for some charter boat operations to be fully booked during December, January,
and February. Scheduling and accommodations for these months should be made well in advance,
a year in some cases.
Overseas anglers should arrange their own fishing groups or parties before booking. This
ensures a better chance of confirmed placements in the operator’s schedule, as it is often troublesome to have separate clients share the same booking date.
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Rather than increasing their prices, charter boat operators in the Watamu/Malindi area have
found it more practical to keep the fish caught to help defray the costs of the trip. With all the other
operators on the coast, the fish belong to the client and can be sold at current prices upon return
from fishing. In all cases, a fish or two can be taken ‘home’ by the client for consumption, donated
to the crew, or kept as trophies. A tip is usually happily accepted by the charter boat crews for good
services rendered.
As with all fishing, a day out can either be a tense, but lovely, boat ride, or filled with exciting,
breathless battles. Factors that yield good catches are concentration and patience, as well as the
experience of a good crew, good tackle, and, of course, a little luck.
MOMBASA - MTWAPA CREEK
The waters off Mombasa are more popular for bottom and inshore fishing for Rockcod,
Snapper and Jack than Sailfish, Marlin, and the ‘lesser’ game fish that are occasionally encountered.
Bahari Club (Mombasa POB. 90413, tel. 471316) is a modern Marina, conveniently located
on the Nyali side of Kisuani Creek just up from the Old Dhow Harbor. The Club was founded by
three avid local fishermen, James Adcock, Peter Hutchence, and Elijo Bhattia, each now involved in
separate charter boat operations.
The facilities at the Club include a bar/clubhouse and children’s playground in a relaxing
setting with a view of the harbor and Mombasa Town and are available to visitors and anglers for a
small membership fee.
Club records show that ample trophy fish are caught in the area around Mombasa; Black
Marlin at 151.5, 470, and 502 pounds, and a record Cobia weighing 110 pounds, 5 ounces. A very
large Rockcod (grouper) weighing 220 pounds, was caught on 50 pound test line in the creek in
front of the clubhouse in 1976. Large quantities of Yellowfin Tuna, Dolphin, Kingfish, Wahoo, and
Barracuda appear on Club catch stats in the last seven years.
Bahari Club has four fully equipped, cabined boats and experienced crews for hire: the
Raha with 6 rods and capacity for 7; the Tosca, Wahoo, and Barracuda with capacities each for 4 to
5 anglers.
Clients can be accompanied by a professional fisherman, when available, at an extra cost.
The minimum hire period for game fishing is 4 hours in the morning and 3 hours in the afternoon,
while the inshore fishing, goggling, and harbor trip minimum period is 2 hours.
Goggling trips can be arranged to the reef which is only a 10-minute ride from the Club.
Personal goggling equipment should be brought along.
Harbor trips are available to visit Kilindini Port, the Old Dhow Harbor near the Portuguesebuilt Fort Jesus, and the Tudor Creek mangrove swamps for bird watching.
Bahari Club is a short drive from town center. After crossing the New Nyali Bridge (toll), turn
right on the first main road, less than 1 kilometers will take you to the Club grounds on the right.
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The next area is Mtwapa Creek, the inshore, reef, and the site of Kenya’s earliest big game
fishing, the deeper water off Mtwapa Creek and Mombasa. This is where James Adcock operates.
His base is located on the north shore of Mtwapa Creek, 16 kilometers from Mombasa. After heading north on the B8 Highway and across the New Nyali Bridge and the Mtwapa Creek Bridge, take
the next right and follow the signs past the Kenya Marineland to the Adcock site.
A co-founder of Bahari Club, James Adcock (Mombasa POB. 95693, Nyali tel. 472066,
471258) is a veteran of professional coastal fishing since 1965. His experience goes much further
than big game fishing, as he is considered one of the few anglers in Kenya who have perfected the
techniques of reef and inshore drift fishing, bottom fishing, and light tackle spin-fishing (excellent
sport amidst the vast shoals of Bonito and Koli-Koli found off Mtwapa Creek). James is well known
and respected and highly recommended by his peers up and down the Kenya coast. He is currently
Kenya’s only IGFA representative and keeps meticulous record of all catches, continuously adding
to his already extensive knowledge of marine fishing.
He likes to treat his clients in a personal way, many of whom are regulars. They prefer
fishing with him because of his successful inshore light tackle methods as well. He is in great
demand and is usually booked up for the months of January and February, but is willing to recommend other charter boat operators at any particular time his schedule is filled.
The various fishing methods of James Adcock’s operation probably produce the greatest
variety of species on the Kenya coast. He has a top-notch crew and the best equipment kept in the
best condition.
His fishing records are quite outstanding: Black Marlin weighing 736 pounds, 2 ounces; Blue
Marlin at 405 pounds, 4 ounces; a Hammerhead Shark at 333 pounds, 5 ounces; Kingfish at 55
pounds, 14 ounces; Yellowfin Tuna at 149 pounds, 10 ounces; and Giant Trevally weighing 96
pounds, 13 ounces. James Adcock personally holds All-Kenya light-weight tackle record for Rainbow Runner, Skipjack Tuna, and Shark, as well as a World Record for Bluefin Trevally (caught while
I had the pleasure of fishing with him).
His three boats are available for hire except during May and June. The Vuma is a spacious,
31-foot flybridge twin-diesel cabin cruiser. The Oona is a 25-foot cabin cruiser with diesel and
auxiliary outboard; a lucky boat and one of the most economical for its size. An ideal craft for inshore spin and light tackle game fishing, the 29-foot, fiberglass Sesse Canoe, Samvuke, performs
well both trolling and bottom fishing with bait. It is powered by outboards, and a very popular boat.
Several attractions may interest visitors to the Mombasa - Mtwapa Creek area. Fort Jesus,
the oldest fortress built by a European power in Africa, dominates the entrance to the Old Harbor. It
was built in 1593 by the Portuguese and was the setting of much violent cross-fire, massacres,
sieges, feuds, and finally, shelling by two British gunboats in 1875. It has been open to the public
since 1960 and worth a visit.
Shopping in Mombasa is an interesting adventure, especially along the shops and vendors
of Biashara Street where fabrics, prints, jewelry, and curios will capture the eye. Nearby, on Digo
Road, are the basket merchants and the Market. Many hotels provide day trips to Mombasa for
several hours of shopping.
Lovers of nature will find a visit to the Bamburi Quarry Nature Trail and Mini-Safari Park a
rewarding experience. Signs along the Malindi Road, 10 kilometers north of Mombasa will lead to
the rehabilitated mine of the Bamburi Cement Company. Among the successful reforestation areas,
one can find various wild game and over 120 species of birds. The Nature Trail is open from 3 to 6
PM and feeding time is at 4 PM.
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Mtwapa Creek is a center for water-skiing, scuba diving, sailing, and entertaining cruises
aboard Arab dhows that depart form the Kenya Marineland and Snake Park (tel. 485748). This park
contains a 9,000-gallon sea water aquarium filled with sharks, turtles, rays, and eels that are fed at
11 AM and 4 PM. The snakes and crocodiles are also fed (if you care to watch) and Masai dancers
entertain you while you have your names carved on a wooden plate by the local Makonde carvers
for a fee.
The first road left after the Mtwapa Creek Bridge will lead to the Mombasa Aquarium, a
private collection center with impressive displays that will interest lovers of marine tropical fish.
ACCOMMODATIONS
The Mombasa - Mtwapa Creek area is served with a large number of very fine accommodations. The Nyali Beach Hotel, an older hotel, renovated in 1973, provides an ocean-front setting 6.4
kilometers form Mombasa. It has a total of 405 beds in the main Block, cottages, suites, and a
beach annex. Nyali is air-conditioned, has private baths, and includes a lounge, large bar and
restaurant. Other amenities are the Mvita Grill and Mchana Bistro, conference center, shops,
watersports, golf, disco and entertainment.
The Mombasa Beach Hotel is on Nyali Beach and comprises 20 acres of landscaping, hotel
block and wings, with 150 air-conditioned rooms, restaurant, Maxime’s Grill, Cave bar, disco, local
entertainment, films, pool, watersports, golf, Hertz/UTC car rentals and safaris.
A favorite spot for Adcock clients, just 6 kilometers south of Mtwapa Creek, is the Bamburi
Beach Hotel. It is an attractive, informal, tastefully appointed and well-laid-out, family beach hotel.
Reasons for its popularity are the professional, caring management, the Fisherman’s Grill (seafood
specialties), barbecues, discos, traditional dancing, entertainment in the new nightclub, squash
courts, beauty salon, water sports and more than 112 air-conditioned rooms.
With the same competent management and good service as its sister hotel, the Fairview, in
Nairobi, the Manor Hotel is centrally located in Mombasa, and rather quiet and well-priced. It has no
pool but does have good food, terraces, lounges and a bar.
Low budget lodging in Mombasa is found at the Taj Hotel, Bungoma Street off Digo Road
and across from the Mobil station. The Taj has a restaurant with good curries. The Hydro Hotel on
Digo Road across form the Kenyatta Avenue junction has 9 shared rooms, is small and offers
curries at good prices.
The various restaurants tucked away along this stretch of Kenya’s coast are quite unique.
The Tamarind Restaurant is located on Lilo Road in Nyali and right on Kisauni Creek facing the Old
Dhow Harbor, Mombasa. The tamarind’s terrace and lovely moorish architecture make a perfect
setting for one of the finest eating establishments on the coast, specializing in several delicious
exotic seafood dishes. The Restaurant Le Pichet on Mtwapa Creek at Kenya Marineland I s popular
French restaurant serving good seafood such as their delicious Prawns Piri-Piri, Tilapia Buerre and
fresh oysters. Dining can be enjoyed on the verandah.
Restaurant Le Joli Coin near the Severin Sea Lodge is a delightfully informal restaurant and
bar situated literally on the high tide line of the beach. It is well run by Miss Rehana Bhaijee and
offers recommendable French-styled seafood specialties. The Shehnai Restaurant in Mombasa
serves excellent Indian cuisine with Mughlai delicacies at moderate prices.
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The Arcade Cafe is popular for snacks and evening curries; La Fontenella is often crowded
with open-air eating of light meals and ice cream; and Cafe Stavrose serves samosas, chicken
tikka, and piri-piri dishes.
WATAMU - MALINDI
Just over 100 kilometers north of Mombasa lies one of Kenya’s most popular game fishing
regions, the waters off Watamu and Malindi. This is ‘Sailfish Country’, where Hemmingway pursued
his favorite sport in the 1930’s.
It is an area rather unique to the Kenyan fishing grounds; the shallower water extends from
the shoreline twice as far as it does elsewhere on the coast. This region, locally known as ‘the
banks’, is a veritable angler’s supermarket with the variety of fish it yields. Quite often, half the fish
caught in a day’s fishing are different species. Compared to the waters off Florida and Mexico, the
banks equal them in many categories, especially it run of Sailfish, recognized as being the best in
the world.
Area catches from 1980 - 86 have shown large quantities of Barracuda, Dolphin, Kingfish,
Sailfish, Shark, Yellowfin, Wahoo, and world-class Giant Trevally.
The Watamu Marine National Reserve is a ‘no fishing’ zone according to Kenya law. It
comprises an area from just south of Mida Creek up to Vasco da Gama’s Pillar at Malindi extending
three nautical miles from the shoreline. Both the Malindi and Watamu Marine National Parks are
within the Reserve as is Mida Creek. For more information, contact the Malindi Fisheries Office
(POB. 12, tel. 20877). All other waters are open year-round.
All charter boat operators recommended here are members of the Malindi Watamu Charter
Boat Association and conform to rigid boat-safety requirements and yearly inspections.
Three charter operators cover the Watamu center. The first is David and Jeni Slater
(Watamu POB. 100, tel. 12) who have been fishing these waters for 20-plus years. With their
collective experience, they make a quality, professional team and fine hosts with personal service
and hospitality.
The wall space of the lounge at Ocean Sports, Watamu is filled with mounted Slater records.
They include a Black Marlin at 624 pounds and another at 754 pounds; a Blue Marlin at 768
pounds; a Wahoo weighing 92 pounds, 6 ounces; and a 10.1 Tiger Shark weighing 831 pounds.
The mounts are the handiwork of Jeni Slater, a talented artist and enthusiastic angler who
skippered her own boat for 10 years and has personally caught record Barracuda, Kingfish, Black
Marlin, and Giant Trevally.
The Slaters operate with a very seasoned crew aboard the comfortable Honeylulu, a 31foot, Hartley flybridge, twin-diesel cabin cruiser complete with depth sounder, downrigger, rigging
for up to 7 trolling lines, and more.
Another operator at Ocean Sports, Watamu, is Peter Darnborough (Watamu POB. 120, tel.
8). A keen young fisherman who has fished most of his life, Peter operates his fully equipped
Pussycat, a 27-foot, Hartley, single engine, diesel, cabin cruiser, with a capacity for 4 clients per
trip.
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A 20% deposit is required from all Watamu operators, which is non-refundable if canceled
within 14 days of a booking date.
Just next to Ocean Sports on Turtle Bay, Watamu, is a boat builder and seasoned angler,
Muff Becker of Seafarers (Watamu POB. 182, tel. 6 or 52).
Seafarers’ records include notable catches of Black Marlin, Shark, Sailfish, Giant Trevally,
Kingfish, Wahoo, and the All-Kenya record for Barracuda.
Four deep-sea fishing boats operate from Seafarers between mid-September and mid-April,
each equipped for 4 anglers. Light tackle enthusiasts are catered for on request.
Watamu is located 105 kilometers form Mombasa and 22 kilometers south of Malindi. The
Malindi Road leads north from Mtwapa Creek through vast sisal estates, over Kilifi Creek and
through cashew farms to one local attraction, the Arabuko-Sokoke Forest and Nature Reserve. In
the undisturbed Reserve can be found uncommon birds such as the Sokoke pipit, Sokoke Scops
owl, African Pitta, and many others. In the Mida-Gedi Forest are found the very rare golden-rumped
elephant shrew and the Ader’s Duiker.
After the junction to Watamu, signs will lead to Gedi National Monument, an Arab-African
town, founded in the late 13th or 14th century, amidst an isolated lowland forest. Gedi reached its
apogee in the middle of the 15th century but was abandoned in the 17th century. In 1948 it was
declared a National Park and now includes an artificial Giriama Village, and is open daily from 7 AM
to 6 PM to visitors for an entrance donation.
The Watamu Marine National Park, an underwater wonderland of coral gardens protected
by Kenya law, includes Turtle Bay and runs southward to the mouth of Mida Creek. It is best visited
between October and March.
Mida Creek is an intertidal inlet, part of the Marine National Reserve and is bordered by a
maze of mangroves and smaller creeks. Slack tide is the time to goggle or skin dive here to see the
Tewa (Giant Rockcod) caves and their inhabitants. Caution is advised when diving during tidal
movement as currents can be dangerous. Between November and March, Mida Creek becomes a
special attraction to thousands of passage and wintering waders, terns, egrets and hundreds of the
otherwise rare Crab Plover.
Scuba diving enthusiasts should contact Tom Toendury in care of the Turtle Bay Beach Hotel
(Malindi POB. 457, tel. Watamu 3 or 80). He offers a 5-day training course for beginners and
experts including a 45-minute dive with all gear and paid park fee. Tom has many repeat clients and
can insure a very rewarding underwater experience.
Several attractions contribute to Malindi’s notoriety as a fishing center. Its world-famous
Sailfish season, Yellowfin, and Kingfish provide ample reason for the Malindi Sea Fishing Club
(POB. 364, tel. 20145) to host International Billfish Tournaments and other important fishing competitions.
The variety offered by the fishing banks to the southeast and the vast productive area of
Malindi Bay and beyond are all within easy reach of Malindi’s charter boat operators.
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Several outstanding members of the Malindi Sea Fishing Club offer recommendable charter
boat services. Kingfisher Safaris (Malindi POB. 29, tel. 20123) provides deep sea fishing excursions
as well as dhow safaris and game viewing and bush safaris into Kenya’s interior. It is the professionally handled operation of Herb Paul and his son Angus, who have more than 20 years of experience in the waters off Malindi.
Their records include Black Marlin at 828 pounds, a Shark weighing 650 pounds, a 143pound Sailfish (the All-Africa record on 50-pound-test line), Yellowfin Tuna at 193 pounds, and a 68pound Barracuda.
The Paul’s two charter boats operate a 7-hour trip of trolling with a maximum of 4 anglers
and reef. Bottom fishing can be arranged on request. The Tina is a 34-foot Striker flybridge and the
Snark is 34 feet long.
Andrew Wright (Malindi POB. 435 tel. 20261) is another keen Malindi angler with 6 year’s
fishing time and crews with 20 years in Kenya’s waters. His Snow Goose is a 35-foot, semi-displacement, twin-diesel, teak, cabin cruiser that is equipped to troll 6 rods. Andrew also has a 21-foot
bottom fishing boat with a capacity for 6 or 7 light-tackle anglers. Andrew also runs a smoke shop
and cold storage room to preserve fish or store trophies. Herb Paul and Andrew Wright can both be
reached at the Driftwood Beach Club or the Malindi Sea Fishing Club near the Malindi boat jetty.
Sabaki Tours and Safaris, with Malindi’s Eden Roc Hotel offers two well-equipped and wellcrewed charter boats. Waridi is a 28-foot twin cabin cruiser skippered by Abdalah Badh with 16
years experience. Waridi has a capacity for 6 anglers. Inshalla is a 24-foot single engine boat with a
capacity for 4 anglers and is run by Mbwarali Mohammed with 20 years in waters off Kenya.
A deposit is required and arrangements can be made with the very hospitable manager of
Eden Roc Hotel, Harry Wanderi.
What used to be a little more than a quite, but prosperous coastal trading town, a center for
Giriama fishermen, and a retirement place for up-country expatriates, Malindi could, by the 1970’s,
boast of being Kenya’s only true tourist’s holiday resort. While much of the European package
travel has recently shifted to Kenya’s South coast, Malindi still provides visitors a look into its past
and an enjoyable holiday atmosphere of sun, sea, and sand.
Malindi’s history may date back as far as the 9th Century but more certainly the 13th Century, as Arab pottery from that age has been found. After a visit by the Chinese in the early 15th
Century, Vasco da Gama, in 1492, sailed in to establish a Portuguese trade. In 1593 the Portuguese moved their headquarters to Mombasa and trade declined. Agricultural production attracted
the attention of the Sultan of Zanzibar who had Malindi rebuilt in 1861 and his estates supervised by
a representative of the Imperial British East Africa Company. The 1930’s brought European settlers
who began building Malindi’s earliest hotels.
The area’s attractions include the Malindi Marine National Park, accessible from Casuarina
Point. Bird lovers will enjoy Birdland on the road to Casuarina Point. It is the Glover’s 1.5 acres of
walk-in aviaries for a look at around 225 species with 1,000 indigenous and imported birds. Also
signposted in downtown Malindi is the Falconry of Kenya with its birds of prey on display and in
training for Falconry Safaris. It is open from 9 AM to 5 PM with flying displays at 4 PM.
Mark S. Easterbrook (Snake Catcher) has opened his private snake collection to the public
and is located on the Casuarina Point Road. It is open from 9:30 AM to 5:30 PM.
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Places of historical interest include the Pillar Tombs next to the Juma Mosque, the Portuguese Chapel, built in the 16th Century, and the Vasco da Gama Pillar at the southern point of
Malindi Bay.
Shopping in Malindi can be somewhat touristy along the hotel stretch but more authentic
goods can be found along side streets or at the Central Market.
If time permits, a trip to Lamu, Kenya’s northernmost coastal town is an experience back
into a 19th Century Arab settlement that, today, has changed very little. Plastered, flat-roofed, coralblock buildings are huddled so close together, the town’s narrow winding streets are wide enough
for a single loaded donkey. Lamu is a major Islamic center with a dozen or more mosques, calls to
prayer throughout the day, and women dressed in black bui-bui. Although the main trade is tourism,
mangrove poles are exported, dhows are built, and ‘Lamu-style’ wood carvings that grace local
doorways are marketed. Daily charter flight and bus services from Malindi, to and from Lamu, are
the most commonly used transport. Lamu is 225 kilometers from Malindi.
Galana Travel Service (Malindi POB. 352, tel. 20095) in downtown Malindi can assist with
any travel arrangements to Tsavo East National Park (120 kilometers from Malindi) or booking the
Mombasa - Nairobi train and provide a voucher upon receipt of payment.
WATAMU ACCOMMODATIONS
Watamu’s hotels are few, but the two nearest the fishing action are mentioned. Seafarers
Hotel is a well appointed, comfortable hotel situated on Turtle Bay and includes 64 air-conditioned
rooms, lounge, library, game room, spacious verandahs, pool, barbecue pit, bar and great cuisine
from the dining room or the a-la-carte Crazy Crab Restaurant. Just next to Seafarers is Ocean
Sports, a small, friendly hotel, built with a minimum improvements on the simple, natural informality
and ‘up-country’ guests. Patrons are put up in 19 spacious cottages set among a flowered landscape and no more than 150 yards from the beach. There is also a seawater pool near the bar/
lounge, dining room and boutique. The food is great and the Sunday buffet lunch should not be
missed.
Both hotels offer glass-bottomed boat excursions to the Watamu Marine National Park and
Mida Creek, goggling, windsurfing, watersports, and trips to Gedi National Monument, Malindi,
African villages and Tsavo East National Park.
MALINDI ACCOMMODATIONS
Many of Malindi’s hotels have deteriorated in recent years and are connected to the town’s
main water supply, the quality of which is often poor. Where private water systems are not in use,
hotel managers have verified the drinking safety of the hotel’s water, although, risks can be avoided
by requesting your drinking water boiled and bottled.
By carefully screening Malindi’s hotels, I have found a good selection to recommend.
Silversands Villas are personalized luxury cottages on Silversands Beach (off Casuarina Road),
artistically appointed by the owner, Mrs. Goodwin, with the finest taste in decor. Accenting the
beautifully landscaped gardens are two sparkling blue pools. The full bar and restaurant facilities
including an a-la-carte menu make this a unique accommodation entirely free from regimentation.
Two private wells maintain ample pure water at Silversands Villas.
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The Eden Roc Hotel is an elegant, spacious family hotel with 320 beds, a cosmopolitan
clientele, and conveniently located in town on Malindi Bay. Club 28 is a separate, but sister facility
next door catering to the younger set. Both have comfortable air-conditioned rooms, pool, bars,
restaurants, grill rooms, and nightly entertainment. Riding, watersports, and adventure safaris to
Tsavo East National Park and Eden Roc’s, Crocodile Camp are on the list of activities.
The Driftwood Beach Club is, as its slogan says, ‘informality at its best’. With 4 acres of
attractive, uncrowded, beachfront property, the Club accommodates mostly families in individual
chalets and the kitchen prepares tasty seafood dishes using the hotels own water system. Except
for the popular weekly Saturday night disco and barbecue, it is pleasantly quiet. Efficiently managed
by Bruce Buckland, a keen fisherman, the Club offers a pool, the north coast’s only squash court,
windsurfing, goggling, and scuba diving with the resident pro, Billy of Afro-Sub, Ltd.
An inexpensive, clean, centrally located hotel is the Metro Hotel at Malindi’s waterfront jetty.
It provides lodging, a bar, and a restaurant serving Indian food.
Silversands Camping on Silversands Beach and run by the City Council is very popular,
being one of the few campsites remaining on the Kenya coast and, therefore, requiring advance
booking. Security is present, but thievery is still a problem as is the availability and drinkability of its
water. Silversands Camping offers toilets, showers, storage space, pillows, sheets, towels and
bicycle rentals.
Well signposted from Malindi, the Umande Restaurant, or ‘wind from the sea’, is the beautiful outdoor restaurant creation of professional Swiss chef, Steve Nicholas and his wife, Liz who
prepare some of the finest seafood dishes north of Mombasa.
Across from the UTC office at the central ‘T’ junction in Malindi is the Palm Garden serving
Italian food, curry specialties and snacks. Another spot more convenient to campers on Silversands
beach, is the Silversands Bar and Restaurant run by Kenyan veteran, Harry Blunt. The service is
slow, but the food is good, well cooked, and served daily except Mondays.
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SHIMONI
The Shimoni fishing center is the base for ventures onto the very deep, azure waters of
Pemba Channel. The fishing grounds extend from Zanzibar in the south to Chale Point in the north,
but usually no more than 15 to 20 miles south of Shimoni.
The Pemba Channel is where nearly 80% of the total Marlin catch off Kenya is made and is
truly ‘Marlin Country’. The 20-mile-wide channel attains a depth of nearly 5,000 feet as the mainland
drops abruptly to the sea bed. These deep waters are some of Africa’s best fishing regions since
Pemba Island forms a 15-mile-wide obstruction diverting the path of migrating fish. It is assumed
that about half of all migratory fish such as Black, Blue, and Striped Marlin, Sailfish and Tuna that
occur along the East African coast are diverted into this channel. These fish find an abundance of
feed along the almost sheer escarpment walls of the channel as do Swordfish, Mako and other
sharks, Wahoo and Dolphin.
December through March is the Channel’s billfish season, but Marlin caught out of season
are usually quite large and in good condition. November is when shark appear in greater numbers
but, generally, the fishing here is good most of the year.
All-Africa records at Shimoni have been clinched for Striped Marlin and Swordfish. Shimoni
has also gained the All-Kenya trophies for all three species of Marlin, Mako, Hammerhead, and
Tiger Sharks, as well as Bonito. I have reason to believe that the Pemba Channel will produce world
records in the very near future.
The Shimoni grounds are professionally served by two charter boat operations who can
accommodate serious fishing parties with advance bookings. Both clubs are located on the coral
cliffs above the lovely mangrove-bordered Shimoni Channel and, with a southwestern view, are two
of the few sites on the Kenya coast enjoying a sunset over the water.
Shimoni can be reached by the Likoni ferry from Mombasa. Take the A14 South Beach
Highway for 67 kilometers to the Wasini Marine National Park turn-off to the left. Another 15 kilometers on a dirt track will lead to the charter bases at Shimoni.
The Pemba Channel Fishing Club (Ukunda via Mombasa POB. 54, tel. Msambweni 5Y2) is
the charter operation on the Kenya coast and possibly all Africa with the longest standing reputation
for excellence and performance.
For 23 years the club’s owners, Pat Hemphill and his wife Maia have been actively involved
in fishing at Shimoni and providing excitement for their clients, friends, and world-class anglers,
some of which have been annual regulars for over 20 years.
The Hemphills do not endorse much publicity, preferring to retain a low profile and provide a
personalized atmosphere with adequate, modern comfort and informality. For this reason there is a
two-year waiting list of clients hoping to be lucky enough to experience what many consider to be
the very best. Nonetheless, the Pemba Channel Fishing Club, having logged all of Shimoni’s
records, is briefly mentioned here since I would be remiss in its omission. Also, openings due to
cancellations in the scheduling may arise, allowing space on an otherwise very tight booking list.
The club is open from August 1st till March 31st. Its fishing vessels and crews are models of
first-class quality and efficiency. The White Otter, Pingusi, and Broadbill are large, twin-screw diesel
craft. These fully-equipped club boats are accompanied by one of the owners or one of the club’s
very well trained helmsman, some with several trophy records of their own.
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The Shimoni Reef Fishing Lodge (c/o Reef Hotel, Mombasa POB. 82234, tel. 471771/2) is a
relatively new professional charter fishing operation open for bookings that I am delighted to recommend. This new service now provides newcomers a greater chance for a trip of a lifetime onto the
great Pemba Channel.
The Lodge caters to an exclusive clientele and small groups of four to six anglers. Transportation can be arranged for clients residing at Diani Beach hotels. The strategically located main
house, bar and open-air dining area was, in Shimoni’s early days, the private home of its principle
slave trader. The Lodge’s well designed and appointed self-contained cottages sleep up to 5, and
are spacious and cool. The service and a-la-carte seafood, prepared ‘Swahili-type; Shimoni-style’, is
unbeatable.
The Lodge’s operators are well seasoned anglers, such as resident pro of 20 years, Elijo
Bhattia, co-founder of Bahari Club and long-time Kenya resident, Ranjit Sondhi, as well as crews
with twelve-year’s experience.
Their charter boat, Countdown is a 34-foot twin diesel-powered cabin cruiser with a capacity
of 8 passengers or 3 to 5 anglers.
Light tackle anglers will find trolling aboard the Lodge’s glass-bottomed boat, Ahsubuhi, a
real treat. The coral-gardened inshore waters near the Marine Park abound with Koli-Koli,
Karambesi, Barracuda, Kingfish, Garfish, and Snapper. The ever-present, playful Dolphins (porpoises) are always willing to provide merry entertainment. With packed lunches, cool drinks, sunbathing, and bird watching, a day aboard Ahsubuhi can guarantee plenty of fun for all.
Shimoni Reef Fishing Lodge can also arrange scuba diving, dhow trips, and visits to Wasini
Island.
Shimoni consists of little more than a small, tranquil, Swahili village and fishing co-operative,
the remains of what was a station of the Old British East Africa Company and early administrative
center.
The name Shimoni is from the Swahili ‘Place of the Hole’. A large cave near the village
entrance, filled with bats and stalactites was once a storage cavern for human slaves awaiting
shipment and hidden from British Navy Patrols. It is said to be used now for ceremonies by the local
witchdoctor, adding to the mystery surrounding this area.
The recent creation of the Wasini Marine National Park has increased tourism interest in
Shimoni and is fast becoming a coastal attraction with its incredibly beautiful profusion of undisturbed coral heads and other marine life. The Park is best visited from 10 AM till 2 PM.
The newly-organized Wasini Marine National Park Dhow Trip is an popular attraction at
Shimoni. A swahili sailing ship, motorized for flexibility, can provide an exciting venture through the
enchanting seascape of islets, reefs and the underwater fantasy of the Marine Park. The trip can
include a sumptuous seafood lunch at the Wasini Island Restaurant and a visit to the Muslim village
on the ancient island.
Dhow charters are available for Arab-styled deep-sea trolling excursions to the Pemba
Channel, Tanzania, Zanzibar or Lamu.
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The Wasini Marine National Park Dhow Trip, Wasini Island Restaurant visit, and Dhow
charters are arranged with the Mombasa agent, Coast Car Hire (POB. 9999143, Nkrumah Road,
tel. 311752) and the Diani Beach agent, Nomad Restaurant (Ukunda via Mombasa POB. 1, tel.
2155). Interested parties should check with the agent for departure times from the jetty and transport can be arranged from the North coast, Mombasa, or Diani Beach. Confirm in advance.
DIANI BEACH
As Kenya’s most popular resort area, Diani Beach, only 40 kilometers south of Mombasa,
has lured the bulk of Kenya’s coastal package tours to its six uninterrupted miles of palm-edged
white-sand beach.
Anglers vacationing here will be pleased to know that the fertile grounds of the upper part of
Pemba Channel are within easy reach. Peter Hutchence of Nomad Boats, Diani (Ukunda via
Mombasa POB. 1, tel. 2156) is a keen fisherman and boat builder who, for many years, has developed various boat-building and fishing techniques employed up and down the coast. Several years
after co-founding the Bahari Club, he moved to Diani Beach where he has fished for 6 years.
Peter has a choice of three 30-foot boats for hire that are well designed for sport fishing.
Each has a flybridge, capacity for 6 rods, and licensed for 6 persons. The minimum time for game
fishing during the months of November through March is 5 hours and 4 hours otherwise. Transportation to and from his operations base is free to clients residing at local hotels.
His Beduin is a large glass-bottomed boat that caters to group day trips for inshore fishing,
goggling, or visiting a unique coral island called Chale, 10 kilometers south of Diani Beach. Chale
Island trips include a barbecue, beach combing, bird watching, or just relaxing. It is offered to a
minimum of 8 persons and maximum of 12.
Another Diani operator with satisfied clients is A. W. (Mick) White (Ukunda via Mombasa
POB. 75, tel. 2130) whose life long hobby is fishing. Mick’s skipper is Tony Partridge, a long-time
Kenyan angler.
At their base near the Trade Winds Hotel, Diani Beach, a 28-foot, twin outboard cabin
cruiser is available for hire to a maximum of 4 anglers with a required 50% deposit, refundable
within seven days before date of booking.
Diani Beach, comprising no less than 10 hotels, all with individual water sport, boat trip,
entertainment, and traditional dancing programs, offers much to interested visitors.
Most hotels cater to the group tour packages but the beach is rarely crowded. The reef is
within easy reach via sailed or hand-poled dug-out canoes, providing and enchanting close-up view
of the coral, shells, and shallow-water sea life. Such a trip can be arranged with local boat owners
arriving almost daily along the shore just before low tide.
ACCOMMODATIONS
The two hotel facilities nearest the suggested Diani Beach charter boat operations are quite
recommendable. The first, Trade Winds Hotel, my favorite spot on the Kenya coast, is one of
Diani’s more charming, reserved sites with a great sandy beach and lots of watersport recreation.
Its 14-acre spread of flowering bushes and trees, neat oceanview, air-conditioned rooms, palmshaded lawns, fine dining, and original seaside bar and lounge still retains much of the mellow
atmosphere of its earlier days when few hotels existed on the South coast.
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The second accommodation is Nomad Seafood Restaurant and Beach Bandas which are
conveniently located near Peter Hutchence’s base and provide 17 comfortable bandas (cottages)
within 35 feet of the beach and plenty of tropical, non-commercial ambiances. The restaurant
serves daily-delivered seafood and Nomad has horseback riding and its own new watersports
center. Entertainment at most Diani Beach hotels is within a short walk or drive.
Dan’s Trench and Twiga Lodge are the most popular camping sites on the South coast. The
former is located behind Trade Winds Hotel, Diani. The latter is on Tiwi Beach, further north,
signposted, and 2 to 3 kilometers off the main South Beach Road. The best information on these
sites is from fellow travelers who have recently visited the area.
As far as restaurants, one good suggestion is the new Ali Barbour’s Cave Restaurant. It is a
very unique experience dining within a genuine 180,000-year-old cave, once submerged some 60
feet below the sea’s surface. It has been transformed into a first class restaurant offering international cuisine and seafood dishes. A courtesy bus can be arranged to pick up Diani Beach guests.
At the Africana Sea Lodge, the Makaa Grill is one of the coast’s finest grill rooms with its
relaxed open-air setting and very original menu. The Banda Pizza Garden at the same location is a
good spot to enjoy a good selection of great pizza or charcoal-grilled specialties served with salads
and choice of dressings.
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Saltwater Fish

Sailfish - Kenya Coast
We begin with the Black Marlin (Makaira indica) which attains close to 800 pounds in weight
in Kenyan waters.
The Pacific Blue Marlin (M. nigricans) averages 220 pounds here. It is known for its aggressive behavior and spectacular fighting displays and occurs infrequently, usually in deeper water.
The Striped Marlin (Tetrapterus audax) is the smallest (a 200 pounder is a big one) and
most common Marlin off Kenya, but provides excellent sport on up to 50-pound-test line. Double or
triple strikes are not unusual since the Striped Marlin is often more gregarious than its cousins.
Another favorite billfish well known to Kenya’s fishing grounds, especially the waters off
Malindi, is the Pacific Sailfish (Istiophorus platypterus). It is in season, generally, during the months
from September through February and during the peak in December, fifteen Sailfish per day have
been caught. The November rains wash Sabaki River prawns to the sea which attracts the Malindi
Herring on which the Sailfish voraciously feed. This may account for the large influx of Sailfish to
the Malindi area. The Sailfish is smaller in comparison to Marlin and average around 70 pounds in
weight. It is an active surface feeder and jumper, often showing its ‘sail’ or enlarged dorsal fin. It
also is encountered in large shoals and commonly fished with 20 and 30-pound tackle. The Sailfish
puts on quite a thrilling, acrobatic show of leaps and tail-walks when hooked.
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Yet another challenging billfish deserving mention is the highly-prized Broadbill Swordfish
(Xiphias gladius). Its season is relatively unknown, and is rare and occasionally found in Kenya’s
waters. This pelagic fish is rather shy and solitary, difficult to lure, and is widely considered one of
the finest of all oceanic game fish. This fish has been sighted several times in recent years prompting increased interest. Successful night-fishing techniques are now employed in Kenya to fish the
Broadbill. The largest in Africa was caught off Shimoni in 1981 with a weight of 197 pounds, 2
ounces.
The Mako Shark (Isurus oxyrinchus) is well known to be the most fearsome killing machine
of all. Its ferocity, strength, size, and speed all add up to a mighty quarry on rod and line, requiring a
determined angler in good physical condition and with an enduring constitution. The Mako can be
found throughout the year but usually appears during the billfish season and is a solitary predator. It
is known to make tremendous leaps in the air after the usual ‘crash strike’, sound very deep, and
provide fights lasting for hours. Sharks normally follow the Tuna shoals and are known to attack
Tuna already hooked. This often renders an otherwise full trophy Tuna specimen into nothing more
than a head mount. The shark may opt to swallow the Tuna, hook, and all and make life even more
exciting.
The Hammerhead Shark (Sphyrna spp.) is another fearless predator often found off Kenya.
Other sharks include the Tiger Shark (Galeocerdo cuvieri), the Great White Shark (Carcharodon
carcharias), Bull Shark (Carcharhinus leucas), Whitetip Shark (Carcharhinus longimanus), and the
smaller Thresher Shark (Alopinas spp.).
A fast, powerful, and tireless swimmer, the Yellowfin Tuna (Thunnus albacares) makes
terrific first-runs and deep dives when hooked. It reaches large proportions (the record here is 192
pounds, 8 ounces) and is a common and popular game fish in Kenyan waters. As a migratory
species, it occurs more often on the East African coast in October and November. The Yellowfin
swims in shoals at speeds of up to 18 knots and seems to do so endlessly. Encountering one of
these shoals can make four or five reels scream at once, providing plenty of excitement and sore
arms.
Another significant quarry is the Karambesi or Giant Trevally (Caranx ignobilis) which
reaches near world-record sizes; 123 pounds in weight. Both the Karambesi and its smaller, more
agile, cousin, the Koli-Koli (C. fulvoguttatus), are considered good game fish and strong fighters.
They occur between March and August, generally, but also throughout the year.
The Cobia or Black Runner (Rachycentron canadum) is a great eating game fish and another strong fighter that attains large sizes off Kenya’s coast. In fact, a one-time world-record Cobia,
weighing 110 pounds, 5 ounces, was caught in the entrance to Mombasa harbor. It is an uncommon
shallow water fish whose season is not well known.
Wahoo (Acanthocybium solandri), averaging 44 pounds in weight are found in fairly large
numbers off Watamu and Malindi in October and February. Sometimes 20 of these speed demons
are caught in a morning’s fishing. When hooked during a feeding frenzy, they are quite sporting and
can snake out line, seemingly, for miles.
One of the most brilliantly-colored and agile of all sport fish is the Dolphin, or Dorado
(Coryphaena hippurus), also, locally called Falusi. Large shoals of these can be fished for hours at
a time as they are avid feeders, always ready to take a bait. An acrobat when hooked, the Dolphin
can give an excellent account of itself on light tackle, as they will average around 22 pounds.
August, February, and March are when these fish appear off coastal Kenya.
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The Tanguigue, or Kingfish (Scomberomorus commerson) is present all year long here and
can reach up to 70 pounds off Watamu and Malindi. It is a popular gamester, often rocketing clear
of the water in its mad dash to take the lure and is tasty table fish.
Bonito (Sarda) and Rainbow Runner (Elagatis bipinnulata), are good light tackle thrillers
occurring year-round and usually used as bait fish. The Barracuda (Sphyraena) is a normally
inshore fighter and quite common.
I should add here that the season is generally stated for any particular specie. Not only have
fish been caught far out of season on several occasions, but have also been of record sizes, a good
demonstration of the variety of Kenya’s fishing grounds. This can be consoling to anglers who
cannot get bookings during peak periods or those fishing during usually inactive periods. The
record, quite obviously, shows Kenya’s fishing as rating rather high on the world scale and new
records, as with all such statistics, are being achieved every year.
RECORD BIG GAME FISH
The following list has been compiled from official game fish association records, as of
January 1, 1987. The Kenya Association of Sea Angling Clubs (KASAC) (Mombasa POB. 84133)
processes all Kenya record claims to the affiliated Game Fish Union of Africa (POB. 191, Harare,
Zimbabwe). They, in turn, process All-Africa records to the International Game Fish Association
(IGFA) (300 E. Las Olas Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33316 USA).
Common Name

Area

Kenya

Africa

World

Black Marlin

Shimoni

Blue Marlin

Shimoni

Striped Marlin

Shimoni

Sailfish

Malindi

Swordfish

Shimoni

Mako Shark

Shimoni

H. Head Shark

Shimoni

Tiger Shark

Shimoni

Shark (Others)

Watamu

Wahoo

Malindi

Kingfish

Malindi

Yellowfin Tuna

Watamu

Bonito

Mombasa

362.9 kg
798 lb 6 oz
251.4 kg
553 lb 1 oz
102.1 kg
224 lb 10 oz
65.9 kg
145 lb
89.6 kg
197 lb 2 oz
293.0 kg
644 lb 10 oz
198.7 kg
437 lb 2 oz
394.4 kg
867 lb 11 oz
242.4 kg
533 lb 4 oz
39.7 kg
87 lb 6 oz
32.9 kg
72 lb 6 oz
87.5 kg
192 lb 8 oz
8.3 kg

503.0 kg
1,106 lb 10 oz
499.0 kg
1,097 lb 13 oz
102.1 kg
224 lb 10 oz
65.9 kg
145 lb
89.6 kg
197 lb 2 oz
417.0 kg
917 lb 7 oz
315.7 kg
694 lb 9 oz
469.0 kg
1,031 lb 13 oz
753.0 kg
1,656 lb 10 oz
55.6 kg
122 lb 5 oz
44.9 kg
98 lb 12 oz
107.5 kg
236 lb 8 oz
10.4 kg

707.6 kg
1,560 lb
624.1 kg
1,376 lb
224.1 kg
494 lb
100.2 kg
221 lb
536.1 kg
1,182 lb
489.9 kg
1,080 lb
449.5 kg
991 lb
807.4 kg
1,780 lb
1,208.4 kg
2,664 lb
67.6 kg
149 lb
44.9 kg
99 lb
176.4 kg
388 lb 12 oz
11.8 kg

Shimoni

18 lb 4 oz

22 lb 14 oz

26 lb

(Tie)
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Skipjack

Mombasa

Longtail Tuna

Mombasa

Dolphin

Mombasa

Barracuda

Watamu

Cobia

Mombasa

Rainbow Runner

Malindi

Giant Trevally

Watamu

10.0 kg
22 lb
24.4 kg
53 lb 11 oz
20.4 kg
44 lb 14 oz
34.0 kg
74 lb 13 oz
50.0 kg
110 lb 5 oz
9.1 kg
20 lb
55.9 kg
123 lb

18.1 kg
39 lb 13 oz
—
—
34.2 kg
75 lb 4 oz
37.6 kg
82 lb 12 oz
50.0 kg
110 lb 5 oz
11.6 kg
25 lb 8 oz
55.9 kg
123 lb

18.9 kg
41 lb 12 oz
35.9 kg
79 lb 2 oz
39.5 kg
87 lb
37.6 kg
83 lb
61.5 kg
135 lb 9 oz
15.3 kg
33 lb 10 oz
62.4 kg
137 lb 9 oz

Besides the above fish, others caught along Kenya’s coastline are the Golden Caranx,
Bluefin Trevally, Rockcod, Garfish, Snapper, Jack catfish, and Rays.
CUSTOM FISHING SAFARIS
It is a pleasure to recommend a fishing safari in Kenya with the exclusive services of Africa’s
oldest safari company, Ker & Downey Safaris.
All the fishing areas addressed in this book and many more (perhaps some yet unexplored)
are attainable with Ker & Downey who will customize a fishing safari for virtually any combination of
preferences.
There are no set itineraries or set departure dates. Clients can ‘form’ their own groups and
will be consulted and provided with personally created sample itineraries that, not only vary in price
and comfort levels, but offer unique fishing safaris to isolated ‘hot spots’ know only to the seasoned
veterans and personalities of Ker & Downey. Considering the numerous and ever-changing quality
of Kenya’s fishing, especially the whim of the fish, weather, and animal conditions, anglers in the
care of Ker & Downey will have the advantage of enjoying the latest in great fishing venues.
These exclusive tented safaris are led by guides with vast experience and staffed by
Kenyan’s averaging thirty years with the company. From the chef, turning out haute-cuisine over an
open fire, to the major-domo responsible for the crisp, most British feel of the environment, to your
personal valet bringing you fresh hot water by the gallon and tea or fabulous Kenya coffee each
morning in bed, every one is a professional.
I can personally attest to the personalized luxury and safety of K & D’s movable, self-contained tented camps and the British air of quiet confidence. The guides, sparing no personal effort
in providing a singular safari experience, are skilled at accommodating the various interests of
safari members and are, most importantly, good companions.
Ker & Downey Safaris, Ltd. is represented by Ms. Mackey Arnstein, president of The East
African Safari Company (250 West 57th St., Floor 12, New York, NY 10107, tel. 212-757-0722). Call
Callers outside New York or anywhere in the U.S. can dial toll-free, 1-800-7-SAFARI.
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SWAHILI WORDS
Though English is spoken throughout Kenya, a few Swahili words are listed below to help gain
information normally shared by locals.
Ahead - Mbele
Alive - Mzima
Anchor - Anga
Bait - Chambo
Behind - Nyuma
Big - Kubwa
Birds - Ndege
Boat (with motor) - Boat
Catch Fish - Vua Samaki
Cheap - Rahisi
Clean Water - Maji Safi
Clouds - Mawingu
Day - Siku
Deep Water - Maji Mingi
Dirty Water - Maji Chafu
Expensive - Ghali
Fish - Samaki
Fish Jumping - Samaki na Ruka
Food - Chakula
Hole - Simu
Hook - Ndoana
Inside - Ndani
Knife - Kisu
Large Fish - Samaki Kubwa
Lead Sinkers - Risasi
Line - Mshipi
Night - Usiku
Octopus - Pweza
Outside - Nje
Rain - Mvua
Rock - Mawe
Sailboat (dhow) - Mashua
Seaweed - Majani
Shallow Water - Maji Kidogo
Small - Kidogo
Squid - Ngisi
Strong - Nguvu
Sun - Jua
Time - Saa
Trolling - Kujawishi
Very Good - Mzuri Sana
Wind - Upepo
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TIPS FOR A TROPICAL ANGLING SAFARI
An international fishing trip needs to be organized carefully, but flexibly. Even the best
planned itineraries by seasoned travelers can be fowled up by unavoidable circumstances beyond
one’s control.
By evaluating one’s requirements, selecting the right fishing partners, and following the
noted precautionary advice, a trip can be a wonderfully shared experience and an economical one,
too.
I strongly urge you to make your lodging and charter bookings in advance and submit the
applicable charter deposits. This is especially necessary for fishing safaris planned for the months
of December, January, and February when a 6-month lead time is advised for Kenya’s interior and a
1-year lead time for the coast. Otherwise, confirmations are certainly possibly, but your selection
may be greatly reduced. In all cases, whether you deal through a travel agent or direct, your arrangements, should be in writing.
Also, any special items of tackle or gear needed should be ordered well ahead of your
departure. Suggested items to pack and safety precautions to heed are noted below from which a
check list can be made.
For the sake of beginners or anglers new to Africa’s fishing, the list comprises basic and
important tackle and other requirements. Brand names are mentioned simply as examples and
similar equipment will certainly suffice according to one’s preference or usage.
Note on tackle: All recommended Kenyan operations offering Nile perch trolling and saltwater trolling provide tackle. Trout flies are somewhat accessible in Kenya, whereas, most other items
are in limited quantities, of poor quality, or very expensive.
TACKLE
Nile perch and medium to heavy saltwater fishing:
Rod: 2-piece rod; 5 1/2 to 8 feet; combination trolling/bait-casting; medium to heavy action;
for 30 to 100-pound line and 1 to 8-ounce lures.
Reel/line test: Combination trolling/bait-casting reel with 300 yards of 30 to 100-pound line.
Tigerfish, Black Bass, Tilapia, and light saltwater fishing:
Rod: Same as above for 8 to 30-pound line and 1/4 to 1-ounce lures.
Reel/line test: Open-face spinning reel with 300 yards of 15-pound line.
Trout and light tackle fishing:
Rod: 2-piece; 6 to 9-foot; 6 wt. fly rod.
Reel/line test: Class 2 fly reel with 150 yards of W F 6 F/S line.
Extra line: 1 extra spool of line for each category of line selected.
Leader: Assortment of sleeved, snapped and double swiveled leader in lengths 18 inches to 6 feet
and 27 to 130-pound test nylon covered wire for tigerfish, Nile perch, and saltwater fishing;
and tapered leader for fly fishing.
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Lures: (Minimum of two each): 6 to 10-inch floating-diving plugs in red head silver, blue silver and
silver; 2 to 5-inch silver and gold Rapalas; No. 2 and 3 silver Super Vibrax spinners; bass
plugs, weedless spinner baits or 4-inch Thin Fin jigs; and fly spoons.
Flies: Wet flies and nymphs, red flies or flies such as Kenya Bug, Coachman, Royal Coachman,
Mrs. Simpson, Cocky-Bondhu and Bloody Butcher in sizes 8 and 10.
Hooks: Assorted stainless steel treble hooks; and assorted single hooks up to 10/0 or sized for live
bait.
Miscellaneous: Assorted snap-swivels, split rings and sinkers; Leatherman pliers; landing net for
trout; fold-up gaff; tape measure; small flashlight; line clippers; reel gear oil; nylon reinforcing tape; nylon string; epoxy glue; zip-lock bags; plastic tie-wraps; safety pins; small first-aid
kit; Dramamine or Transderm; insect repellent; sun screen; chapstick; light-weight sock
waders; sturdy, but light-weight rod tube; and a strong, Plano-type tackle box.
CLOTHING
Despite the equatorial setting, it is surprising how chilly it can get in Kenya’s highlands.
Layers of loose, comfortable, cotton or polypropylene materials are best for the tropics. Shorts and
short-sleeved shirts are advisable only at lower altitudes and for anglers acclimatized to the tropical
sun. The wise angler will pack a couple long-sleeved shirts and light-weight jeans or long trousers.
Several pairs of cotton socks and two pairs of comfortable tennis shoes (one pair may get wet)
should suffice for any type of Kenya fishing.
A light-weight, two-piece, hooded rain suit is essential. The pants can be worn for damp
early morning trout fishing in the highlands and the jacket, a windbreaker or rain jacket. A fishing
vest and zippered, hooded sweat shirt are great to keep out wind and high altitude chills. A cloth hat
can keep the head warm in the Aberdares and soaked in water to keep the head cool at Lake
Turkana.
MISCELLANEOUS
The equatorial sun deserves respect and sensitive skins require adequate protection. A hat
and good sun screen lotion should be used and moderate, progressive exposures to the sun are
best as are sunglasses (two pairs), clipped with a neck strap.
Budget travelers should consider a tent, sleeping bag (for higher altitudes), flannel sheet (for
the coast), mattress pad, small mosquito net (a light-weight item ensuring bug-free sleep), and
other necessary camping gear.
As far as photographic equipment and binoculars, whatever you decide to bring should be
sturdy and familiar to you. These items should be kept close at hand and protected with shockproof cases. A list should be made, including serial numbers, of any expensive equipment taken.
This list should be notarized in the country of departure, and kept handy during customs inspections
to prove the country of purchase. Although film and batteries are available in Kenya, I recommend
bringing with you what you will need. A film shield will protect film from airline X-ray inspections and
large plastic bags will come in handy for laundry or to cover cameras from dust, rain or sea-spray.
A zippered duffel bag is the most practical luggage for your African fishing safari and a
sturdy, water resistant day pack will be suitable for you camera and other essentials desired at
hand. One should try to enclose any valuable-looking items inside a duffel bag for security. Jewelry
should best be left at home except an inexpensive waterproof watch. Don’t forget your travel alarm
clock (the early worm gets the fish!).
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HEALTH PRECAUTIONS
A shaving kit, along with its normal contents should include a sewing kit, Visine, Kaopectate
or bottle of Coca-Cola (to curb diarrhea symptoms), Digel, aspirin, and other personal medical
needs.
Water in most developed centers is deemed safe to drink, but any risks can be avoided by
the use of the filtered or bottled water provided in most hotels or tea, coffee, and bottle soda. With
regard to food, moderation will prevent any serious backlashes from any one particular food source.
In addition to the health certificates advisable for Kenya visitors, malaria pills are recommended for a period of 10 days before, during, and continued 10 days after one’s travels, even
though most accommodations provide screened windows, mosquito nets, fans, or air-conditioning.
See your doctor for medical advice on traveling to a tropical country.
Bilharzia is common in Lake Victoria and some areas of Lake Naivasha so the temptation to
swim in, even briefly, or drink the lake water should be resisted.
Dehydration can be prevented during extended trips at mid-day by including plenty of drinks
with other essentials.
PRESERVING FISH FOR MOUNTING
Whole fish mounts: While fresh, take color photos of the fish and draw a pattern of its
outline on paper; skin out the fish, making the incision along the lateral line of one side, leaving the
head attached to the skin; clean out the head (gills etc.), and heavily salt, both inside and out; and
wrap in leak-proof plastic bags and crate for shipping.
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COOKING THE CATCH
Rather than expound on the subject of cooking fish, I would like to provide a few ideas on
preparing some simple but tasty, African-styled fish dishes.
The first good idea is to pick up a copy of Kathy Eldon’s book, Specialties of the House
(from Kenya’s finest restaurants) that contains a collection of well over 30 exotic fish and seafood
recipes, among many others. Kathy Eldon is an outspoken food critic and recipe columnist for the
Nation and Sunday Nation newspapers in Kenya. She has also authored and co-authored many
books, including Tastes of Kenya and Eating out in Kenya (a guide to 300 Kenyan eating establishments) that are available in most Kenyan bookstores and are essential aids to introducing Kenya’s
culinary specialties to visitors and residents alike. The following are a few tempting recipes collected
by Kathy Eldon and herein offered with her gracious permission.
Independence Perch (a favorite of the late Mzee Jomo Kenyatta)
1 kg (2 pounds) Nile perch, or any firm, white fish
125 ml (4 fl oz or 1/2 cup) dry white wine or cider
2 tbs. butter
1 tsp. dried tarragon
2 leeks, chopped (remove green parts)
300 ml (1/2 pint or 1/4 cup) sour cream
2 tbs. flour
2 tbs. finely chopped watercress leaves
Salt and pepper
Sprigs of watercress and lemon quarters
Cut fish into individual portions. Place in buttered baking dish just large enough to hold them. Dot
with half the butter. Add cider. Season with salt and pepper. Sprinkle with tarragon. Cover with foil
and bake in a moderate over (350°F or 180°C) for 20 minutes. Melt remaining butter in saucepan.
Add chopped leeks and cook until softened. Sprinkle in flour and cook over low heat, stirring constantly. When fish is ready, lift up a corner of the foil and pour off liquid into a jug. Add liquid slowly,
to the leek mixture, stirring constantly. Bring to boil and cook for another minute. Turn heat low and
stir in cream and chopped watercress. When heated, pour over fish. Serve garnished with watercress and lemon quarters, topped with olives. Serves 4.
Madras Fish Curry (a great Indian Sunday lunch)
Marinade: 2 tbs. vinegar
1 tbs. prepared chili sauce
1 tsp. salt
Madras Fish Curry Marinade:1/2 tsp. cumin seeds
1/2 tsp. mustard seeds
1 green chili
1/2 tsp. paprika
1/2 kg (1 pound) fish filets
1/2 tsp. turmeric powder
1 onion, sliced
1/2 cup water
juice of 2 lemons
2 tbs. oil for frying
salt to taste
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In a flat dish, place the fish filets. Mix together the marinade ingredients and pour over the
fish. Marinade at least 2 to 3 hours. Grind or blend together cumin, mustard, chili, paprika and
turmeric. Heat oil in a frying pan and sauté fish, onions and spices together until the onions and fish
are coated with spices. Add the lemon juice, water and salt and cook until tender, Serves 4.
Whole Fresh Seafish Stuffed with Coconut and Ginger (very easy and very elegant)
1 large whole fresh seafish
1/2 cup grated coconut
2 tbs. shredded fresh ginger
1 tbs. sliced onions
6 cloves
1/2 cup butter
salt and pepper
Clean, gut and scale the fish. Place in a greased roasting tin. Season inside with 2 tablespoons of butter, tarragon and onions. Stud the top of the fish with cloves and cover with grated
ginger and coconut. Coat the fish with butter and place in a 375°F or 190°C oven. Bake for
approximately 40 minutes. Serves 4.
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CONCLUSION
I trust the image I have portrayed of the Ultimate Fishing Safari will inspire you to join the
adventuresome few who are lured by Kenya’s enchantment and exotic fishing. I have found that you
will always look forward with excitement to your next return to Africa once you have tasted her
challenges.
Good luck (bahati mzuri), tight lines, and good fishing!
- John McMillan
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